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Abstract
The effects of core deformation and of its dynamical reorientation and rotational 
excitation on the inclusive single-neutron knockout reaction cross sections on light 
spherical nuclei are examined. The projectile nuclei are modeled within the frame­
work of a weak-coupling, quadrupole-deformed core-plus-neutron two-body model. 
We formulate the inclusion of this non-spectator-core degree of freedom within the 
nonperturbative eikonal model and calculate the diffractive break up and stripping 
neutron-removal cross sections. We apply the methods to model the single-neutron 
removal reactions induced by ^^Be and secondary fragmentation beams incident 
on a ®Be target. Our calculations indicate that dynamical deformation effects on the 
diffractive break up component of the knockout cross section can be significant. For 
the two reactions studied here, the diffractive break up cross section is significantly 
enhanced. This effect is found to be very surface localised, thus the importance of 
core deformation is increased the more tightly bound the projectile system. The 
quadrup ole deformation parameter and excitation energy of the core also influence 
the magnitude of this enhancement of the diffractive cross section, which is rela­
tively insensitive to the projectile energy. The stripping cross section is found to be 
virtually unchanged by the inclusion of the deformed core degree of freedom.
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C hapter 1
Introduction
Studies of low and medium mass short lived exotic nuclei far from the valley of beta 
stability have attracted much interest (see [1] for a review of work in this field). This 
is because in general a single-particle description of the nucleons within the nucleus 
is insufficient to fully describe most nuclear states [1, 2] since nucleon-nucleon corre­
lations complicate the motion of the nucleons within the nuclear interior. However, 
in some nuclei near the drip lines, especially so called halo nuclei, the last nucleon 
or nucleons are loosely bound; in these cases a single-particle description of the 
last nucleon or nucleons is sufficient. The neutron or proton drip lines occur where 
the binding energy for a neutron or proton is zero. Thus there is a limited num­
ber of stable proton and neutron combinations for each atomic mass number. In 
many neutron rich nuclei, the neutron density near the nuclear surface is greater 
than that closer to the centre of the nucleus. These neutron skins have attracted 
a great deal of interest (see for example [3, 4, 5, 6]). In halo nuclei, the low par­
ticle separation energy and short range of the nucleon-nucleon interaction allows 
the halo particle or particles to quantum mechanically tunnel into the free space 
around the core. Thus their wave functions extend to distances far outside the core 
radius. Studies of halo nuclei have attracted a great deal of interest, see for example 
[7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. The first evidence for the existence of halo 
nuclei was obtained in [18, 19], when rms radii that did not increase according to 
were deduced for ^^ Li and the neutron rich He isotopes. It was later suggested 
that this result was due to the halo phenomena in [20]. More detailed discussions on 
halo nuclei are given in [21, 22, 23]. Nucleon knockout reactions from high energy 
beams of exotic nuclei (radioactive beams) (see [24]) have proved to be a partic­
ularly useful tool in the study of nuclei near the drip lines. In such experiments! 
the fast projectile is the nucleus of interest. Therefore one must work with inverse 
kinematics. An extensive review of the direct reaction methods used to study the 
reactions of these exotic nuclei is given in [1].
1.1 Experim ental techniques
Systematic studies of nuclear reactions have played an important role in the devel­
opment of our understanding of nuclear physics. Direct reactions, where a minimal 
number of nucleonic degrees of freedom are excited, are of particular interest. These 
reactions may be used to identify the microscopic or single-particle structure of nu­
clei. However, due to the technical difficulties of producing high energy radioactive 
beams from the fragmentation of heavy ions, it was not until the 1980s that this 
technique could provide a practical method of studying unstable nuclei. The high 
energy resolution provided by Cyclotron and Van de Graaff accelerators allows nu­
cleon knockout reactions from high energy radioactive beams, where the excitation 
energies of the residue are measured, to be used as a powerful spectroscopic tool. 
Prior to the 1980s the only experimental tools available for studying unstable nu­
clei were the measurement of decay radiation and masses; ground state properties 
such as spin nuclear moments and charge radii could be determined from the atomic 
hyperfine structure [1].
Much of the experimental work on nucleon-knockout reactions cited in this 
thesis (see for example [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31]) is carried out at the National Su­
perconducting Cyclotron Laboratory (NSCL) at Michigan State University (MSU). 
However nucleon-knockout reactions from high energy radioactive beams are also 
investigated at GSI in Germany (see [32, 33, 34]), G ANIL in Prance (see [35]) and 
the Institute of Physical and Chemical Research (RIKEN) in Japan (see [36, 37]).
1.2 Single nucleon removal reactions
The single nucleon knockout cross section contains three components, stripping, 
cTgtrip, diffractive break up, cjdifF, and Coulomb dissociation oc- Generally the total 
single-particle cross section is calculated according to
s^p “  s^trip “t~ d^ifF 4" • (1-1)
Stripping accounts for events where the removed nucleon is absorbed from the elas­
tic channel. The core survives and continues essentially at the projectile velocity. 
Diffractive break up occurs when the projectile-target interaction causes the projec­
tile to break up leaving the target in its ground state. The removed nucleon and the 
core survive and continue travelling at essentially the same velocity as the projectile. 
There is no interference between the stripping and diffractive cross sections because 
these are completely separate processes which leave the target in different quantum 
mechanical states. Interference between (Tdifï and ac is ignored. Due to the rela­
tively long range of the Coulomb interaction compared to the nuclear force it will 
be assumed that Coulomb dissociation occurs at larger impact parameters, whilst 
nuclear break up takes place when the projectile passes the target more closely. The
stripping and diffractive mechanisms are discussed in greater detail in chapter 3. 
The contribution from Coulomb dissociation is expected to be relatively small for 
light targets. As an example, the calculations for ®Be(^^Be,^°Be)X at 60 MeV per 
nucleon in [30] suggest that Coulomb dissociation accounts for less than 5% of the 
cross section to the 7^ =  0"^  state in ^°Be. The effects of Coulomb dissociation are 
neglected in the work presented in this thesis.
In much of the experimental work on neutron knockout reactions froni loosely 
bound neutron-core systems (e.g. [21, 28, 29, 30]) only the residue (core) is detected, 
due to the technical difficulties in detecting the neutrons. Therefore the measured 
single-neutron-removal cross section is the sum of that for stripping and diffrac­
tive processes. As a result very little literature has been published on the relative 
importance of the stripping and diffractive processes. Stripping is the dominant 
nucleon removal process in tightly bound non-halo states. This is because the high 
separation energy of the last nucleon makes it more difficult for the projectile-target 
interaction to break up the system. Stripping occurs when the removed nucleon 
collides with the target, a relatively violent process which can remove tightly bound 
nucleons easily. Theoretical calculations suggest that for typical neutron halo states 
the approximate stripping-to-diffractive-break up ratio varies between 1 and 3 (see 
[30, 31, 38, 39]), depending on how strongly bound the system is. The theoreti­
cal division of cross section between diffractive and stripping processes for inverse 
kinematic reactions with ^^Be and projectiles is given in [30, 38] respectively.
It was noted by Tostevin [40] that the total (stripping plus diffractive) single- 
nucleon-removal eikonal cross sections are relatively insensitive to details of the as­
sumed nucleon-target interaction, provided they reproduce the same nucleon-target 
reaction cross section. However it was found that the relative contribution from 
stripping and elastic break up mechanisms is sensitive to the choice of potential, 
thus underlining the importance of a realistic choice of nucleon-target potential.
An experiment with a ^^Be projectile incident on a ^Be target at an energy of 
41 MeV per nucleon was performed by Anne et al. in 1994 [41]. They detected a 
broad angular distribution of neutrons, expected to be produced in the diffractive 
break up process. Their diffractive cross section was approximately half the total 
single-neutron-removal cross section for this reaction, consistent with theory. In 
another experiment, discussed in [1], the experimental diffractive cross section for 
^^Be incident upon a carbon target at 520 MeV per nucleon shows good agreement 
with the theoretical value.
In 2003, Enders et al. [39] measured the contribution from stripping and diffrac­
tive break up processes separately for the single-proton-removal reactions 
^^C(®B,^Be)X at 76 MeV per nucleon and ^^C(^C,®B)X at 78 MeV per nucleon. For 
the ®B reaction they measured a ratio of stripping-to-break up of 2.5±0.9, their 
theoretical value is 1.8. Break up includes both nuclear and Coulomb break up 
processes. For the reaction the measured and calculated values are 2.8±0.9 and
2.2 respectively. Whilst these results clearly agree within the experimental errors, 
one could argue that (as suggested in [1]) the measured diffractive break up cross 
sections are somewhat smaller than the theoretical values, calculated using equation 
(3.32).
1.3 Single particle (shell m odel) sta tes in exotic  
nuclei
The properties of nuclei on and near the line of stability are described reasonably 
well by the sequence of orbits and shell gaps predicted by the spherical shell model. 
In neutron rich nuclei these shell gaps and associated magic numbers are replaced 
by new gaps corresponding to different subshell combinations. This point is demon­
strated particularly clearly in the single-particle structure of the neutron rich nucleus 
^^Be. The structure of ^^Be was studied in the single-neutron-removal reaction reac­
tion ®Be(^^Be,^^Be)X at 78 MeV per nucleon by Navin et al in 2000 [29]. ^^Be has 8 
neutrons. Therefore, according to the spherical shell model, the last (lpi/2) neutron 
shell should be full. Therefore according to the (2j-|-l) rule for closed shells (see sec­
tion 1.4) a spectroscopic factor of approximately 2 would thus be expected for the 
removal of a lpi/2 neutron. Since, following n-removal, the last remaining neutron is 
unpaired and occupies the lp i /2 orbit this reaction must populate the excited 1/2“ 
state at 320 keV in ^^Be. This is the only bound excited state in ^^Be and decays to 
the ground state which has positive parity emitting a 320 KeV gamma ray. Navin 
et al detected these gamma rays in coincidence with the ^^Be residues and used 
these measurements to deduce the cross section to this excited state in ^^Be. In a 
review of work on halo nuclei in 2003 Hansen and Tostevin [1], re-analysed the data 
from this reaction including a centre-of-mass motion correction (see equation (1.9)). 
These results differ only slightly from those in the original paper and the general 
findings remain unchanged. The cross section to the 1/2“ excited state corresponds 
to a spectroscopic factor of 0.427:0.06, which is considerably less than the value of 
2 expected if the lp i /2 orbital is full. In addition their results show a spectroscopic 
factor of 0.507:0.07 to the 1/2+ ground state in ^^Be.
^^Be was studied in an experiment by Aumann et al [30]. They found that the 
last neutron configuration in the ground state is dominated by the 2si/2 intruder. A 
neutron occupying this orbital may couple with a ^°Be core in the (0+) ground state 
forming the 1/2+ ground state in ^^Be. There are also 1^3/2 and 1 ^5/2 contributions, 
with neutrons occupying these orbitals coupled to a ^°Be core in the excited 2+ state 
to give the ^^Be ground state. Since the ^^Be ground state wave function is largely 
dominated by the [2 ^1/2]^  neutron configuration [30], this suggests that the [2si/2]  ^
configuration has a significant contribution in the ^^Be ground state wave function.
The sum of the measured spectroscopic factors to these two final states is 0.92,
also considerably less than the sum-rule value of 2. It is thought that the missing 
spectroscopic strength is most likely in the [1^5/2]^  configuration. Unfortunately 
this state feeds the [175 /2]^  configuration in ^^Be which is unbound and decays via 
neutron emission to ^®Be(g.s.).
This missing spectroscopic strength was addressed in a recent experiment by 
Pain et al. [42], the reactions of ^ ^Be on a carbon target at an energy of 39.3 MeV per 
nucleon were studied. In this work the neutron and ^°Be fragments resulting from 
the decay of the unbound states in ^^Be were detected in coincidence. The excitation 
energies of these unbound states were deduced using the measured momenta of the 
neutrons and ^°Be fragments. They observed two unbound states, making spin- 
parity assignment and excitation energies of =  5/2+, = 1.78 MeV and =
3/2“ , Ex = 2.69 MeV. In their analysis of the cross sections spectroscopic factors 
of 0.487:0.06 and 0.407:0.07 were obtained respectively for these two final states. 
Thus a total much closer to the sum-rule value of 2 is obtained. The shell model 
calculations of Millener [43] suggest that this unbound =  3/2“ state in ^^Be has 
a significant contribution from the [1 ^5/2]^  configuration. This may suggest that this 
state is largely populated by the removal of a lds/2 neutron from ^^Be. Therefore 
it is concluded that ^^Be has a pairing-type wave function with significant [2 si/2]^ , 
[lpi/2]^  and [1^5/2]^  contributions. Wave functions containing comparable spherical 
shell model components are typical of deformed nuclei. This is because deformed 
nuclei generate deformed potential wells, in which neither the total or orbital angular 
momentum of a single particle is a good quantum number due to the lack of spherical 
symmetry.
The deformed nature of ^^Be and the shell melting in ^^Be are confirmed by 
two experiments by Iwasaki et al. [44, 45]. In the first of these experiments, it was 
determined that ^^Be has a strong quadrupole deformation. This was determined 
from a coupled-channels analysis of data from inelastic proton scattering to the 2+ 
excited state in ^^Be. In the second experiment inelastic scattering of ^^Be by carbon 
and lead targets was studied. In their experiments (with a lead target) gamma rays 
were detected in coincidence with the ^^Be nuclei. It was deduced that these gamma 
rays were emitted in de-excitations from an excited state in ^^Be with an excitation 
energy of 2.68 MeV and spin/parity assignment of J'  ^ — 1“ . They concluded that 
the low excitation energy of this state and the large deduced B{E1^ 0+ —> 1“ ) value 
were consistent with N  = S shell melting in ^^Be.
In contrast to the structure of ^^Be, it is interesting that which also has 
8 neutrons is found (for example see [46]) to have a near-closed-shell structure. 
Therefore has a relatively pure single particle ground state and is a one-neutron- 
halo nucleus. It has a neutron separation energy of 1.218 MeV [47] and a ground state 
spin/parity of 1/2+. A number of authors have studied (see for example [48, 49])
and, in 2002, a study of the one-neutron removal reaction ®Be(^^C,^^C)X at an energy 
of 54 MeV per nucleon confirmed the halo structure of The parallel momentum
distributions of the reaction residues were consistent with the removal of an s-
State neutron, thus the low-lying 2si/2 level has a significant effect on the structure 
of These findings are confirmed in [36].
The structure of (which has a one-neutron-separation energy of 4.25 MeV 
[47]) is investigated using the reactions ^^C(t,p)^®C in references [50, 51, 52] and 
^^C(t,p7 )^ ®C in [53]. The configuration of the last two neutrons in is a relatively 
pure admixture of [2si/2]  ^ and [1 ^5/2]^  components (similar to that of [54]). In 
the more recent work by Maddalena et al [28] the structure of was investigated 
using the one-neutron knockout reaction ®Be(^^C,^®C,)X. This reaction populates 
the =  1/2+ ground state and the =  5/2+ excited (at 0.740 MeV [55]) state
in A spectroscopic factor of 0.56 ±  0.10 was experimentally determined for the
removal of a 2 si/2 neutron from which leaves the residue in the ground state. 
For the removal of a 1 ^5/2 neutron where the residue is in the J'  ^ =  5/2+ state, a 
spectroscopic factor of 1.28 ±0.20 was deduced. These values are very similar to the 
theoretical spectroscopic factors presented in this work, 0.60 and 1.23 respectively. 
However, as noted in this work, these values are sensitive to details of the proton- 
neutron Hamiltonian used in the shell model calculation. Two types of Hamiltonians 
have been developed for p—shell protons and sd—shell neutrons [56]. One uses an 
effective nucleon-nucleon interaction chosen to fit 165 measured energy-levels and 
the second uses a nucleon-nucleon interaction derived from nucleon scattering data. 
This is discussed in more detail in [28].
The theory of the one-neutron removal reactions from have been studied
in a number of papers [57, 58, 59]. In 2001 Maddalena et al [28] studied using
the neutron-removal reaction ®Be(^^C,^®C,)X. is particularly interesting since 
the strongest spectroscopic factor is associated with a lds/2 neutron coupled to the 
excited 2+ state in Further discussion on is given in section 1.5 and chapter 
4. In chapter 4 the methods used in this thesis are applied to this nucleus.
The reactions and structure of have been the subject of a number of papers 
including [25, 26, 32, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64], the knockout reaction ^Be(^^C,^^C,)X 
was also used to study by Maddalena et al [28]. The ground state in is a
one-neutron-halo state, with angular momentum and parity =  1/2+. The shell
model calculations (see [2]) predict that the largest single component is associated 
with the neutron configuration [1^5/2]^ , [2 ^1/2]^  for the last 5 neutrons. Thus the 
major spectroscopic strength, of 0.58, is associated with a 2si/2 neutron coupled to 
=  0+).
The best known example of a proton halo state is provided by ®B, the separation 
energy of the last proton is only 0.1375 MeV. Due to the Coulomb barrier, proton 
halos are not as pronounced as neutron halos. The nucleus, ®B has been extensively 
studied (e.g. [39, 62, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73]); this is for two reasons. 
Firstly, since ®B has A =  8, it is important to understand its reactions, to learn 
how the nucleosynthesis bridges the A =  8 mass gap. In addition ®B plays an 
important role in the solar neutrino detection. Whilst only 0.02% of the pp-cycles
in the Sun produce its beta decay (®B->®Be+e+ + z/g) produces the most of the 
solar neutrino flux at energies greater than 1 MeV, the energy regime most neutrino 
detectors are sensitive to. The J'  ^ =  2+ ground state in ®B may be composed of a 
lp i /2 or a lp3/2 proton coupled to a ^Be core in its =  3/2“ ground state. The 
other possible single-particle configuration is a lp3/2 proton coupled to a ^Be core 
in its =  1/2“ excited (429 KeV) state. ®B was studied by Cortina-Gil et al. 
in 2002 [33] and 2003 [34] using the one-proton-removal reaction ^^C(®B,^Be+7 ,)X 
at an energy of 936 MeV per nucleon, in the latter experiment a lead target was 
also used. They detected the 429 KeV gamma rays emitted in coincidence with 
the ^Be residues, the cross section to the final states were then deduced. It was 
found that 13 ±  3% of the cross section fed the =  1/2“ excited state in the 
^Be residues. If there is no core excitation, this suggests that a relative weight of 
approximately 13% for the excited ^Be core component is in the ground state of ®B. 
In this work the longitudinal momentum of the ^Be fragments was also measured. 
Until this study, most of the experimental work on ®B break up reactions detected 
the ^Be fragments but did not identify their final states see for example [65, 62, 66]. 
Therefore earlier calculations (see [72, 74]) used a two-body proton-core description 
of ®B, where the ^Be core was assumed to occupy the 3/2“ ground state. These 
reaction models were in quite good agreement with the measured cross sections and 
longitudinal momentum distributions. However, ^Be is a weakly bound system, 
that is only bound by 1.587 MeV from breaking up into ^He and an a particle. 
Thus the measurement of a significant excited core component in the ®B ground 
state configuration suggests that the two-body description is an over simplification. 
More recent calculations (see [40, 75, 76]) have used a three-body-cluster model to 
describe ®B. These calculations have showed good agreement with the measured 
one-proton-removal cross sections and ^Be momentum distributions (see [33, 34]).
Prom the measurements discussed in this section, it is clear that one must 
be careful when describing single-particle states in exotic nuclei. As mentioned 
previously, in general the situation is more complex than predicted by the single­
particle shell model. The nucleons often occupy states that are best described as a 
mixture of single-particle states. In addition it is not always possible to predict the 
structure of a given nucleus from that of its isotones, isotopes or other nuclei with the 
same atomic mass. It is clear that our understanding of this area of nuclear physics 
is only in its infancy. For experimentalists the challenge is to develop improved 
methods to measure new and more accurate experimental data for these exotic 
nuclei. For nuclear structure theorists the goal is to improve our understanding of 
the motion of the nucleons within the nuclear interior. This could allow nuclear 
structure models that more accurately predict the sequence of orbits occupied by 
nucleons within nuclei near the drip lines to be developed.
1.4 Spectroscopy
As just discussed, spectroscopic factors (SF) are of great importance in single nu­
cleon removal and transfer reactions to test reaction theory and experimental cross 
sections with nuclear shell model calculations. SFs measure the degree to which a 
state populated in a reaction is a single particle state and provide the link between 
experimental measurements and microscopic nuclear structure theories. Spectro­
scopic factors link pairs of nuclear states and thus depend on the detailed structure 
properties of the nuclei. A brief summary of this subject is outlined here. Expres­
sions for the spectroscopic factors in some simple cases are presented, further details 
are given in [77, 78].
Consider the knockout reaction A(B, C)D, where projectile (nucleus B) has an­
gular momentum Jb and wave function The residue (nucleus C) has angular 
momentum Jc and wave function Nucleus B  has atomic mass A b and C has 
a mass of Ajg — 1. The wave functions and are normalized and antisym­
metrized. These wave functions may be written in terms of single-particle states. A 
wave function is antisymmetrized if the interchange of any pair of nucleons changes 
its sign. Nucleus B  has Nb neutrons, ub oî which are active, thus C has %  — 1 
neutrons and nj5 — 1 are active. Inert neutrons are assumed to have a total angular 
momentum of zero and are common to the projectile and residue nuclei, they have 
no effect on the spectroscopy of either nucleus or the knockout reaction and occupy 
closed shells. The spectroscopic factor is related to the projection of onto
the vector-coupled product of and a normalised single-particle state by [77]
c-’bJo _  ® , (1.2)
where
. (1.3)
j  is the total angular momentum of the removed neutron, therefore \Jb — Jc\ < j  < 
Jb Jc- If C is an inert closed-shell nucleus and B  has a single-particle structure 
then = 1. If B is a closed-shell nucleus then -f 1. In the case
where a single j-shell is active and where the wave functions have maximum pairing 
and minimum seniority, Austern [77] finds
(for even tib) (1.4)
and
5/^^° =  1 -  (for odd »«) . (1.5)
The average occupancy of a specific orbital is given by the sum-rule value (to all 
^jg,) of the spectroscopic factors. If B is a loosely bound particle-plus-neutron state, 
may be constructed by summing over terms obtained by coupling the single­
particle states x/jj and residue (core) states which give angular momentum Jb
8
(e.g. [79]). Each term is multiplied by the constants according to
= E  ® . (1.6)jJc
Here A  antisymmetrizes the vector-coupled product of the core and single-particle 
states. Until the work presented in this thesis, theoretical cross sections have been 
calculated (e.g. [40, 80]) using the eikonal approximation assuming that the mixture 
of states remains constant throughout the reaction. That is, there is no dynamical 
coupling between states of the core during the reaction. Therefore the single-nucleon 
removal cross sections from an initial state to a final state ^ 7^ are calculated 
[28, 30, 38] using
= E ' S f , (1-7)j
where the wave function -ipj used in the calculation of <Tgp is normalized to unity. Here, 
as usual n and I are the principal quantum number and orbital angular momentum 
respectively of the removed nucleon.
In an isospin representation the spectroscopic factors are given by 
where C is the isospin Clebsch-Gordan coefficient
C —  [TmTnTcTc\TbTb) . (1 .8)
The isospin coupling coefficient, C describes the coupling of the removed nucleon and 
the core in the projectile. Thus, Tb, Tc and are the isospin of nuclei B, C and 
the removed nucleon respectively. Here, tb, Tc and tn are the isospin ^(-components 
for the projectile, core and removed nucleon respectively.
The notation used here is sufficient for the majority of practical shell model 
calculations (which are used to theoretically determine the spectroscopic factors), 
where the model space is restricted to a few j  values, each with only one n.
The calculations presented in [39, 81] illustrate that a centre-of-mass motion 
correction to the shell model spectroscopic factors [82] should be included if one is to 
make accurate comparisons between theory and experiment. If the spectroscopic fac­
tors are calculated in a harmonic-oscillator basis, incorporating this centre-of-mass 
motion correction, the single-nucleon-removal cross sections are calculated according 
to [82]
=  E 5/""° - (1.9)
Here A b is the atomic mass of nucleus B (the projectile) and A =  0 ,1 ,2 ,3  is the
major oscillator quantum number of the removed nucleon. A/" =  2(n — 1) +  /.
In the reactions, where a loosely bound nucleon is present before and after the 
reaction (e.g. single-neutron-removal from ^^Be) a small multiplicative correction M  
(the radial mismatch factor) to the spectroscopic factors may be required [29, 39].
This radial mismatch factor talces into account the imperfect overlap of the least 
bound nucleon’s single-particle state in the residue with its original configuration 
in the projectile. This is due to the difference in the average potential experienced 
by the valence nucleons between the projectile and the residue. In such cases, the 
radial mismatch factor is defined according to [1]
M  — jy  dr r^jRf(r)i?i(r) . (1.10)
Here Rf{r) and Bi(r) are the initial and final radial wave functions, these are nor­
malised such that /  dr (ri?(r))^ =  1 and r is the radial distance between the loosely- 
bound-particle and the core. We discuss these concepts in more detail in chapter 
3. Shell model calculations, where the continuum states (unbound states of the 
particle-core system) are not treated exactly are used to determine the spectro­
scopic factors. Therefore if the loosely bound nucleon occupies an initial or final 
orbit which is close (in terms of energy) to the particle threshold then M  can be­
come important. In most cases M = 1. However one example where this effect is 
important is provided by the reaction ^Be(^^Be,^^Be)X (studied in [29]). In this case 
some of the cross sections feed the unbound continuum states. Reactions where the 
residue is a halo nucleus are not considered in the work presented in this thesis and 
thus this summary of possible corrections is included only for completeness.
1.5 Eikonal reaction m odels
The application of eikonal or Glauber reaction theory [83] to the single-nucleon- 
removal reactions from loosely bound particle-core systems has been developed by 
Tostevin, Bertsch, Esbensen and Hencken in [40, 72, 74, 80, 84, 85]. These reaction 
models have been used with a great deal of success to describe the single-nucleon- 
removal reactions from a wide range of projectiles. These include ^^Be [30, 38, 
40, 72, 80, 84, 85], ^^Be [29], «B [39, 72, 74, 84], ^^ B [81], [27], [39], “ C
[81], [28, 3 1 , 38], 1647,190 [28], [81], ^^0 [81], [86], 26,27.28p [gy]^
[88] and [88]. The neutron-target and core-target interactions enter the 
calculation through the elastic S-matrix elements or profile functions. These may be 
calculated using phenomenological potentials or folding approaches. A few authors 
have used phenomenological potentials to model the neutron-target interaction [72] 
and also the core-target interaction [72] at low energies. A Woods-Saxon form is 
assumed for these interactions, where the values of the potential parameters used 
are chosen to fit nucleus-nucleus scattering data (e.g. [89, 90, 91, 92]). The main 
problem with this method is that these optical potentials are highly dependent on 
the scattering energy and appropriate scattering data may not be available, therefore 
most authors use the folding approach. In this approach the core-target S-matrix is 
determined by double folding the assumed matter distributions of the two nuclei with 
an effective nucleon-nucleon form factor (see [93, 94]). The neutron-tar get profile
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function is calculated by single folding the target matter density with the same 
nucleon-nucleon form factor. Many calculations (see [28, 38, 40, 80]) have assumed 
a finite range Gaussian nucleon-nucleon form factor. These form factors are chosen 
so that when combined with matter densities, with rms radii consistent with electron 
scattering data (e.g. [95, 96, 97, 98]), the reaction cross sections are consistent with 
the measured reaction cross sections (e.g. [99, 100]) for the appropriate reaction 
system. The reaction cross sections are calculated using an eikonal model (see for 
example [67, 101]). In the interests of simplicity the calculations in this thesis will 
use a zero range nucleon-nucleon interaction as used in [72, 84, 93, 94, 102].
When required, the core and target densities are chosen to reproduce rms radii 
consistent with electron scattering data (e.g. [103, 104, 105, 106]) or static den­
sity calculations (see [18, 19, 107]). Gaussian target and core densities are usually 
assumed for light nuclei (e.g. [28, 38, 93, 94, 87]). Gaussian functions provide a 
convenient choice of densities, since integrals with Gaussian integrands may have 
analytic solutions (see for example [108]).
All previous calculations have assumed a spherically symmetric target-core in­
teraction, in this case the target-core S-matrix is not a function of the orientation 
of the core. Therefore it is assumed that there is no rotational excitation or de­
excitation of the core during the reaction. This is known as the spectator core ap­
proximation. The present work essentially uses the techniques developed by Tostevin 
in [80, 40]. However, the important difference between our work and previous cal­
culations is that a non-spherically symmetric target-core interaction is used. Thus 
excitation or de-excitation of the core during the reaction is included. In general 
spectator-core-eikonal calculations have had a great deal of success in describing 
single-nucleon-knockout reactions, however the reaction ®Be(^ '^C,^ ®C)X (studied in 
[28]) provides a notable exception. According to the shell model calculations, in the 
J'  ^ — 3/2+ ground state of the strongest spectroscopic factor (of 1.44 [28]) is 
associated with a lds/2 neutron coupled to the excited 2+ state in The spectro­
scopic factor for a 1 ^3/2 neutron coupled to a ground state core is only 0.03 [28]. 
As a result the spectator core calculation gives a cross section (to the ground 
state) of only 2 mb [28], the measured value is 22±llmb [28]. This result suggests 
that core de-excitation may play an important role in this reaction.
Three-body-projectile (two neutrons coupled to a core) eikonal models have 
been successfully used to describe the elastic scattering of two neutron halo nuclei 
(see for example [109, 110, 111, 112]) and deduce their rms matter radii from the 
interaction cross sections [93, 113]. The best examples of two neutron halo nuclei 
are ^He [114] and ^^ Li [115]. Eikonal models have also been used in the study of 
two-nucleon-removal reactions, from ®He [84, 102], ^Ti [84, 102], [116], ®^Si
[117, 118], 28Mg [116, 117, 119, 120, 121], ^OMg [120, 121], [117, 118], ^Si [120,
121], 64Ar [117, 118], [122] and ^^Ti [117, 123]. In all these three-body-projectile
calculations, it is assumed that the core plays a spectator role. In the work presented 
in this thesis we shall consider only two-body projectiles.
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A number of authors have also successfully used the eikonal approximation to 
calculate the longitudinal momentum distribution of the core fragments produced in 
the single nucleon removal reactions of loosely bound particle-core systems, see for 
example [1, 21, 38, 40, 48, 60, 62, 72, 85, 124, 125, 126]. Many of these calculations 
use the ‘black-disk’ approximation for the core-target and valence particle-target 
S-matrices Sc{bc) and respectively, i.e.
Si(bi) =  0 if bi < Rt and Si{bi) =  1 if b{ > Rt  .
Here i = be and bn are the core and neutron impact parameters. A value of 
Rt  is chosen such that the S-matrices reproduce relevant reaction cross sections. 
The calculations of Parfenova, Zhukov and Vaagen [48] and Bertulani and Hansen 
[126] used more realistic S-matrix functions. In both papers, it was concluded that 
the parallel-momentum distributions obtained using the more realistic target-core 
and valence particle-target interactions were not appreciably different from those 
obtained using the ‘black-disc’ approximation. This result suggests that the effect 
of using ‘deformed’ S-matrices on the momentum distributions might also be small. 
Momentum distributions are not considered in our calculations.
In [127] Sakharuk and Zelevinsky investigated the effects of deformation on 
the longitudinal momentum distribution of the core and the inclusive proton strip­
ping cross section for deformed core-particle systems incident on spherical targets. A 
two-body-projectile eikonal reaction model was used to study the reactions ®Be(^6Al, 
^^Mg)X and ^^Be(^6p, ^^Si)X. Stripping is the only process considered in this work. 
The use of deformed core-target S-matrices is discussed in that paper. However, to 
avoid the associated technical complexities they use the ‘black-disc’ approximation 
to calculate the S-matrices. The projectile wave function was calculated using a core 
mean-held deformation as in the standard Nilsson model. In this strong-coupling 
model the valence particle occupies doubly degenerate single particle orbitals la­
belled by the asymptotic quantum numbers. For clarity, some of the results from 
Ref. [127] are repeated in Table 1.1. They conclude that the general influence of 
core deformation on the stripping cross section and core longitudinal momentum 
distributions is relatively weak. However it is only possible to reproduce the details 
of the experimental longitudinal momentum distributions when the effects of core 
deformation are considered. The cross sections shown in Table 1.1 correspond to 
the removal of a proton in the Nilsson orbital with asymptotic quantum numbers 
[202] and projection of total angular momentum Q =  5/2 (A good description of the 
Nilsson model can be found in [128]). The ^^Mg residue is left in the ground state of 
the rotational band. For a quadrupole deformed nucleus ^2 =  [129], where f t
is the quadrupole deformation parameter, used in the work presented in this thesis. 
The most important difference between the work in Ref. [127] and the present work 
is that our calculations use deformed core-target S-matrices. As mentioned above, 
those in [127] use simplified S-matrices.
We note that core deformation only enters our calculations through a mass 
quadrupole deformation parameter. Therefore, our discussion on the complex sub-
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Table 1.1: The stripping cross sections, in mb for the reaction 6Be(^6Al, ^^Mg)X for 
a selection of deformation parameters 6 as presented in [127].
Ô 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
a 19.2 18.6 18.2 18.1 18.3
ject of nuclear deformation is limited. However, a comprehensive review of this 
subject can be found in [131].
Deducing spectroscopic factors to compare with the shell model values requires 
accurate calculations of nucleon-removal cross sections and realistic structure and 
reaction models. This thesis will examine the role of core deformation in a weak- 
coupling limit, appropriate for loosely-bound projectiles. In the weak-coupling limit 
of the particle-rotor model (as used in [79,130]) the valence particle occupies the sin­
gle particle orbitals from the spherical shell model with quantum numbers njl. Our 
method will allow the study of both diffractive and inelastic break up mechanisms.
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C hapter 2 
D eform ed one-body projectile  
problem
This chapter presents the formalism used to calculate the elastic and inelastic scat­
tering cross sections for a deformed projectile incident on a spherical target and some 
results from this calculation. The deformed projectile wave function and ‘deformed’ 
S-matrix formalisms are presented, which are needed for the subsequent calculations 
for a two-body (composite) projectile having a deformed core.
2.1 T he coordinate system
The cartesian coordinate system used is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The z-x plane is 
defined as the plane formed by the incident wave vector k and the scattered wave 
vector k', where the z-axis points in the direction of k. These momentum vectors 
are in the projectile-target centre of mass reference frame. The orientation of the 
(quadrupole) deformed projectile symmetry axis is defined by the unit vector f2, with 
polar angle ex. and azimuthal angle /?. These are defined relative to the cartesian 
coordinate system described previously. The relative position of the projectile and 
target nuclei is given by r, which may be expressed in terms of the distance z with 
respect to the origin at the c.m of the target and the impact parameter b. The 
impact parameter is a two-dimensional vector which may be expressed in terms of 
its length, b and the azimuthal angle (j) (again measured relative to the cartesian 
coordinate system).
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(cx,P)
r=(b,z,#Projectile
Target
Figure 2.1: An illustration of the target-projectile coordinate system for a prolate 
deformed projectile and a spherical target. Here, we are seeing the system in the 
plane in which 0 =  0.
2.2 Differential scattering cross section
In this section we derive expressions for the scattering amplitude and hence the 
differential scattering cross section using the Glauber or eikonal approximation [83]. 
The one-body-projectile Glauber reaction model was first introduced in [83]. Since 
then the model has experienced considerable success at high energies and has been 
developed and refined by Glauber and his collaborators. For example, in [132] it 
was applied to high energy particle-deuteron scattering. Then in [133] the Glauber 
reaction model was used to study the scattering of light, medium and heavy mass 
nuclei. The scattering of deformed projectiles using a Glauber reaction model was 
first studied in [134]. In this case the projectile-target interaction is not azimuthally 
symmetric.
Working in the projectile-target centre of mass reference frame, we start our 
derivation with the expression
/(k,kO = / (2 .1)
for the scattering amplitude /(k , k'). This a standard expression for the scattering 
amplitude and its derivation can be found in a number of books on scattering theory 
(see for example [135, 136]), hence we shall not derive it here. Here ^  is the reduced 
mass of the projectile-target system, thus jj, = MtMp/(Mt + Mp) where Mt and 
Mp are the target and projectile masses respectively. The projectile-target potential 
is y (r). The incident and scattered wave vectors are k and Id respectively. The 
scattering wave function is -0+ (k, r ) . To develop the Glauber approximation this is 
written as a product of the incident plane wave and the modulating function w(r), 
hence
0+(k, r) =  e^ '^^ cj(r) . (2.2)
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The function w(r) is unknown at this stage. However it contains all the effects of 
potential V(r) on the incident plane wave wave. Substituting into equation (2.1) for 
the scattered wave function, one finds
/(k ,k ') =  I dre‘'>‘-'‘')-'a;(r)y(r) . (2.3)
The Schrodinger equation for the scattering wave function is
{_ v =  +  C/(r)} ^+(k, r) =  fc^+(k, r) . (2.4)
Here, the reduced potential is defined as U{t) — 2//y(r)/%^ and =  2}iEjT^^ 
where E  is the incident projectile energy in the centre of mass reference frame. 
Substituting for 0'^(k, r) from equation (2.2) after some rearrangement gives
Z7(r)w(r)e'^' =  {fc" +  V"}w(r)e''"" . (2.5)
Using the product rule to differentiate, one finds
V^w(r)e^ '^^ =  • Va;(r) 4- e**^‘*’V^cj(r) — k • kcu(r)e^^'^ . (2.6)
The Schrodinger equation for the scattering wave function is therefore
C/(r)w(r) =  2%k • Vw(r) + V^w(r) , (2.7)
where, we have cancelled the factor throughout the expression. In the Glauber
approximation the curvature term V^oj(r) is assumed to be small compared to the
term 2%k • Vcj(r). This assumption is valid where k is large (i.e. at high projectile 
energies and for heavy projectiles) and if the projectile-target potential varies slowly. 
When this curvature term is neglected it is assumed that w(r) can be determined by 
assuming that the projectile travels along a straight line path through the interaction 
with the target. As already mentioned, the z-axis is parallel to k, thus k has no x-y 
component, therefore
U{r)cj{r) Pii 2%A)^ . (2.8)
The solution to this first order differential equation has the form [137]
U)
where H =  (b, / ) .  Inspecting this solution, as one would expect, as r  -> —oo and 
hence z — —oo, w(r) = 1 and the wave function reduces to the incident plane wave.
The momentum transfer vector q is defined as
q =  k -  k \  (2.10)
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When 9k>k (the angle between k and Id) is small the momentum transfer in the z 
direction is neglected. It follows that
(k — Id) - r  % (k — Id) ■ b , (2.11)
and, using cylindrical polar coordinates dr =  db dz, equation (2.3) may be rewritten 
as
/(k , Id) = ——^  [  db [  dz y(r)w(r) . (2.12)
27Th  j  j —oo
Prom equation (2.8), substituting for aj(r)y(r) the scattering amplitude is 
The resulting integral over uj
/•z=+oo/ dw =  w ( b , =  +oo) — w(b, z =  —oo) , (2.14)Jz= —oo
may be determined using the solution for w(r) (see equation (2.9))
/•z=+oo ( 1 P+OO 'i
L -o c  W k  L  1
Therefore the scattering amplitude for the eikonal approximation is given by
/(k,k') =  ^  /  {S{b) -  1} . (2.16)
In this expression 5(b), the eikonal approximation to the projectile-target elastic 
scattering S-matrix is
5(b) =  exp [ix(b)] , (2.17)
where
Here, we have used i> = hk/fi in writing the above expression. Where i/ is the 
classical incident velocity of the projectile in the projectile-target centre-of-mass 
reference frame.
We assume that k = k', which is obviously true for elastic scattering and is also
a valid assumption for inelastic scattering, provided the projectile excitation energy
is small compared to its kinetic energy. Prom the definition (2.10), it can be seen 
that
g =  2 /c s in ^ ^ . (2.19)
As the scattering occurs in the x-z plane (thus the y component of q is zero)
(k — Id) b =  q ' b % 2kb sin cos 0 , (2.20)
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with (j) the azimuthal angle between b and the q.
Substituting for this dot product and as db =  6 d6 d</> in cylindrical polar coor­
dinates, the scattering amplitude is
S iek 'k)  =  - ^ .  T d b b  r  à < ! > ^ { S ( b )  -  1} . (2.21)jilxlf J  0 u 0
In cases where the projectile-target interaction is azimuthally symmetric (see for
example [83, 132, 138]) and the S-matrix has no dependence on 0, the integral over
<j) may be carried out explicitly, using the relation [139]
^  (2.22)ZTT Jo \ /
for the zeroth order Bessel function j Q { 2 k b s m ^ ^ ) .  In this limit the scattering 
amplitude simplifies to
f(Ok'k) — —ik dbbJo ^2A;5sin {5'(b) -  1} , (2.23)
In cases where the projectile-target interaction is not azimuthally symmetric, 
following [134], equation (2.16) may be generalised to include a dependence on the 
(fixed) orientation of the projectile. Thus the elastic scattering amplitude is
/ (k .n .k ')  =  ^  /  {S(b,n) -  l} . (2.24)
In this expression 5 '(b ,0) is the deformed-projectile-target S-matrix, which is cal­
culated assuming a fixed projectile orientation Ù.
As already mentioned, the derivation of this expression assumes that the pro­
jectile nuclei travel along straight-line trajectories parallel to the incident beam 
direction. The validity of this assumption requires the wavelength of the incident 
nuclei to be considerably less than the nuclear radius and the total projectile energy 
to be significantly greater than its excitation energy. These conditions are satisfied 
for total projectile energies of approximately 50 MeV per nucleon and above, if 9k>k 
(the angle between k and Id) is small. The adiabatic approximation assumes that 
the orientation of the deformed projectile nucleus Ù is fixed throughout the interac­
tion with the target. It is important to understand that if the projectile orientation 
is frozen then, due to the uncertainty principle, one cannot know the angular mo­
mentum of the projectile . In other words, since the energy of the AT = 0 rotational 
band of a rigid rotor Ej is [128, 129]
E, ^  ^ \ I { I  + 1)] , (2.25)
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the rotor is essentially assumed to have an infinite moment of inertia 0 . In section
2.4 we assume that the projectile wave functions correspond to those of a rigid 
rotor. Therefore equations (2.23) and (2.24) calculate the scattering amplitude for 
a degenerate combination of the projectile ground state and all its excited states.
The scattering amplitude for a specific nuclear transition where the projectile 
has initial and final wave functions $ jm (^) and ^ //m'(^ )  respectively is given by 
the overlap
//'M'/M(k, Id) =  ($ rM '(^ )|/(k , ld)|$7M(^)) • (2.26)
In this expression, we have adopted the angular bracket notation as used in [134], 
this denotes integration over all projectile orientations Ô. Here, I  and M  are the 
initial projectile angular momentum and projection quantum numbers respectively, 
r  and M' are the final projectile spin and projection, so
k') =  ^  /  db J dÙ {5(b, Û) -  l }  .
”  (2.27)
As in the work by Faldt and Glauber [134], if the projectile is incident in its ground 
state (with 1 = 0) and is excited into a state with angular momentum and projection 
r  and M' respectively then the scattering amplitude is given by
//'M'(k, k') =  ^  /  db I  d û  $;,M'(Ô) {S(b, Ô) -  l} $oo(0) . (2.28)
The differential scattering cross section is given by
r;'(% 'k ) =  E  IA 'M '(g w )l' . (2.29)
M>
2.3 Integrated cross section
In general the total cross section for excitation of state P is given by the differential 
scattering cross section integrated over all scattering angles (see for example [91, 
129, 140])
gi>q = 2n [  d9k>k sm9k>k^''r{6k'k) • (2.30)Jo
As mentioned before, the z-x plane is defined by k and k', thus the differential 
scattering cross section is not a function of the azimuthal scattering angle. As a 
result the integral over this angle has been replaced by a factor of 27T in equation 
(2.30). At high energies, where the scattering is focused at forward angles, follow­
ing [83, 132, 134], this integration over all scattering angles may be conveniently 
approximated by integrating over qj_ and dividing the result by Where, q± is 
the two-dimensional element of the momentum transfer vector which lies in the x-y 
plane.
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To prove this, we recall that
q = 2 fcsin . (2.31)
Differentiating this expression with respect to 9k'k: one obtains
dq = k cos d9k'k • (2.32)
Multiplying by q and using the standard trigonometric identity
2 cos sin =  sin 9k>k , (2.33)
one finds
qdq = k^  ^sin 9k>k d9k>k • (2.34)
By comparison with equation (2.30) and noting that the scattering is not a function
of the azimuthal angle of q±_
oro ^  j  -j^Pp{^k'k) • (2.35)
Thus as in the work by Faldt and Glauber [134], the total cross section is
(Tpo =  Y ,  f  |/rM/(k,kOI^ • (2.36)
Substituting for ///M'(k?kO equation (2.28), equation (2.36) may be written
as
(T/'o =  E ^ / d V / d b | d b ' e “>^ -(‘’-*’') (W (Û ) |5 (b .n ) - l |$ o o (Ô )>  
($oo(Û)|S‘(b ',n ) -  . (2.37)
Here,
%q± • (b — b )^ = %q± • b — iq± • b' (2.38)
has been used to simplify this expression. Equation (2.37) contains integrals over
the two impact parameters b and V, however this may be reduced to an integral
over a single impact parameter using the delta function identity
I  d^q± =  (27r)^ 5<=)(b -  b') . (2.39)
Therefore the expression for the cross section (from the projectile ground state $00  to 
a final state ^ pm>) integrated over all angular orientations for a deformed projectile 
incident in its ground state on a spherical target may be written as
(Tf'o =  E  /  db |($rM '(0)|6 '(b, Ù) -  ll$oo(0))l= . (2.40)
M '
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Here the angular momentum of the projectile and its projection have final values of 
P and M' respectively.
We now consider the case where the projectile incident in its ground state is 
excited into any of its excited states in the interaction with the target, hence
^ In e las tic  “  ^  1 (Pi'Q ■ ( 2 .4 1 )
The completeness relation for the normalised projectile wave functions
E  =  1 (2.42)
P M '
may be rearranged according to
E  \ ^ p m ' { Ù ) ) { ^ p m ' { Ù ) \  =  1  -  l< & o o (A )) (d > o o ( f2 ) l  . ( 2 . 4 3 )
PjhO M>
Writing out the two terms obtained from the square modulus in equation (2.40)
and using equation (2.43) the integrated cross section for inelastic scattering may
be written as
(^Inelastic =  E  ^ ^ '0  =  /  d b  ( $ o o ( ^ ) | | 5 ^ ( b ,  H )  -  l | ^ | # o o ( Ù ) )
7/5^ 0
- |(^ o o (n ) |5 (b ,0 ) -  l|^oo(0))p] . (2.44)
Clearly this is a very useful expression, as it only contains the projectile ground 
state wave function, wave functions for the excited states are not required.
2.4 D eform ed projectile wave functions
The rigid-rotor model (see [128] and [141]) is used to describe the deformed projectile 
nuclei. The normalized wave functions for the symmetric rotor are
J
^iMKiê) = . (2.45)V47r
Here, the notation /  is used to denote the statistical factor \ / 2J + 1 . The T’m/c ( )^ 
the rotation matrices, which may be defined as the matrix elements of the rotation 
operator R{9) in the I M  representation
( IM\R(9)\IK)=Vi,„{ê)  . (2.46)
The three Euler angles represented by § specify the rotation. For quadrupole de­
formed nuclei rotations about the third Euler angle are not needed due to the sym­
metry of the nuclei, therefore the value of the body fixed projection quantum number
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is restricted to AT =  0. As a result of this symmetry integration over the third Euler 
angle is ignored in the normalization of the symmetric rotor wave functions (see 
equation (2.45)). In this case the projectile wave functions are given by to the 
spherical harmonics
$7M(n) =  YjMiCl) . (2.47)
Additionally, for a rigid rotor, I  is restricted to even values.
2.5 ‘D eform ed’ S-m atrices (using potentia ls)
Generalising Ref. [83] to the deformed projectile case the elastic S-matrix is given 
by
5(b, Ù) =  , (2.48)
where the phase is y, —1 /H-OOx(b, n ) = —  dz y (r, U) . (2.49)
Here, and V (r, Ù) are the relative velocity and potential respectively between the 
target and projectile nuclei. The Coulomb interaction is neglected throughout, since 
we consider targets with low Z. The nuclear part of this potential consists of a sum 
of real and imaginary terms, each with a deformed Woods-Saxon structure
Here a is the diffuseness parameter, Vo is the depth parameter and Rt is the radius 
of the spherical target nucleus. The imaginary term has a depth parameter Ho- 
Here, Rt is calculated using the relationship
Rt =  h (a V^) - (2.51)
where tq is the radius parameter and At is the atomic mass of the target. The value 
of Rp (r • f2) is calculated using the relationship
Ap(r " U) — Ap(av) 1 +  z
L = 2 , 4 . . .
(2.52)
Here the j3l are the deformation parameters and r  is a unit vector which points 
in the direction of r  in Figure 2 .1 . The average projectile radius is -Rp(av)? which 
is calculated using the relationship equivalent to equation (2.51) for the projectile 
nucleus.
Using the multipole expansion (see Appendix A and Ref. [134]), U (r,n ) may 
be written as a sum of functions with only radial dependence multiplied by Legendre
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functions with angular dependence. Therefore, considering the L =  0 , 2 and 4 terms 
the phase may be written as
x(b, = ^  [ViW + V2(r)P2(t ■ Ù) +  V4(r)Pi{t • Ô)] . (2.53)
The unit vectors f  and Ù can be written in terms of their x, y and z components as
r =  [6 cos<;6 i +  6 sin<;6j +  (2.54)
and
n  =  sin q: cos /? i + sin o; sin j +  cos a k , (2.55)
thus their dot product is
r  • f2 =  (6 sinû;cos (0 —/5) + 2:cosû;) . (2.56)
Since Vo(r) and V^ip) are even functions of z  ^ substituting into equation (2.53) 
for f - n  and the Legendre functions, %(b, O) may be written as
-  ë  r" '“  r * '’'
Here
Z t { r , a )  =  2Vo{r) +  - — - - V i i r )  -  l^ ( r )  -  +  ^ % (r )  +
f  ^ ^ ^ ^ 4(r) . (2.58)
% (r.« ) =  5 ^ y . ( r )  -  f  (2.59)
and
2 3 (n«) =  f ^ ^ - ^ U ( r )  . (2.60)
Writing %(b, Ô) as a sum of integrals over z multiplied by different functions of 
(j) — ^  provides an efficient means of calculating the ‘deformed’ S-matrices, since it 
is unnecessary to calculate the integrals over z for each value of — /3.
2.6 ‘D eform ed’ S-m atrices (using densities)
The projectile-target optical potentials discussed in the previous section are deter­
mined by adjusting the values of the depth, diffuseness and radius parameter in an
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Figure 2 .2 : The moduli of the ‘deformed’ S-matrices for (with a quadrupole 
deformation parameter of 4-0.5 and an energy of 500 MeV in the laboratory reference 
frame) incident on a spherical target. The diagram below the plot, is for a 
prolate deformed nucleus and is in the plane where 0 = 0. The solid curves show 
the S-matrix for /5 =  0 and a  =  90 (orientation [1]) and the dashed curves give 
the S-matrix for, /3 =  0 and a  =  0 (orientation [2]). The dot-dashed curves with 
the circular symbols are the /?2 = 0 case. In this test case the S-matrices were 
calculated using a deformed Woods-Saxon potential to describe the projectile-target 
interaction, the potential parameters were taken from ^°Be4-^^C scattering data [94]. 
The integral over z had an upper limit of z =  20 fm
optical model calculation to reproduce the measured angular distributions in appro­
priate nucleus-nucleus scattering experiments [89, 90, 92]. Unfortunately, the values 
of these potential parameters are energy dependent, therefore data for the desired 
reaction system and energy are required, which may not be available. In this section 
a more convenient method of calculating the S-matrices is discussed. This proce­
dure involves a double folding of the projectile and target one-body densities with a 
effective nucleon-nucleon interaction. This approach is used by many authors. For 
example, it was used for a deformed-one-body projectile in [142] and for composite 
projectiles in [93, 94, 113]. Following [142], we obtain
ix(b, A) = (TArAr(l — io^NN) X(b, Ô) (2.61)
Here, for simplicity a zero-range NN amplitude is assumed. Where, gnn is the 
average of the free-space nn  and np total cross sections and cùnn the appropriate 
cross-section-weighted average of the real-to-imaginary parts of the forward nucleon-
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nucleon scattering amplitudes [143]. The phase is [142]
X (b,n) =  y dz y d R / ( R , n ) / ( | r  +  R|) . (2.62)
Here, p^{ïL,Ù) and p^(|r +  R,|) are the respective projectile and target densities. A
Gaussian density
p'^(|r + R|) =  pj’ exp ( - 7 |r +  R|^) (2.63)
is assumed for the target, the inverse range 7  and the overall strength parameter
pQ are calculated using the mass and matter rms radius of the target nucleus. A 
deformed Woods-Saxon form factor is used for the projectile density
Here Rp(Ù), the projectile radius has a form identical to equation (2.52). The radius 
parameter and overall strength parameter are determined by requiring equation 
(2.64) to be consistent with the mass and matter rms radius of the projectile nucleus 
for a given diffuseness. Thus according to [142] the phase may be written as
x(b, Ô) = £^°°dz [Oo(r) + e>2(r)P2 (f • Ô) + C»4 ( r ) a ( f  • Ô)] , (2.65)
where
'+00 
JOO i(r) =  pj’47rexp ( - 7 ^ )^ [  dR R^pl{R) exp {-'yR'^)i^jL{2ijrR) . (2.66)
Therefore the phase %(b, Ù) may be written as a sum of integrals over z multiplied 
by functions of 0 — /3 as in equation (2.57), where the factor of ^  is removed and 
the Vl {v) are replaced by the Ol(t’). The multipole form factors of the projec­
tile (Woods-Saxon) density p^{R) are calculated using the expressions presented in 
Appendix A with - V q and r replaced by and R  and with Rt =  0.
2.7 C alculation structure
The structure of the equations and code used to calculate the differential scattering 
and integrated cross sections is now outlined.
Writing out the integrals over b and f2 in full using db =  6 d6 d0 and dÙ = 
sin q;dad/?, changing the order of integration, substituting for the projectile wave 
functions and substituting for (k - k ')  *b, from equation (2 .2 0 ); equation (2.28) may 
be written as
Iç f4 - l  /’27TfiM(Ok'k) =  dp dp g{Ok'k:P,P)yiM{a,P) . (2.67)
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Here, the substitution p =  cos a  is made to calculate the integral over ot more 
efficiently and
p2tx r+oog{9k'k,P,^)= d'y dbbe''^^'“'-'’‘‘^ * { S { b ,p , ' y ) - l }  . (2 .6 8 )»/ 0 »/ 0
Here, we have introduced 7  = 0 - / 3 ,  therefore it follows that d0 =  d7  and so 
we have replaced the integral over 0 by one over 7 . The values of S{b,p,j) and 
9{0k>kiP^P) are calculated for the required values and assigned to arrays before the 
rest of the calculation. Thus the indices of the array containing the S-matrices are 
also simplified by changing the variable of integration from 0  to 7 .
Similarly, expanding the integrals over b and O and substituting for the pro­
jectile wave functions, equations (2.40) and (2.44) may be written as
  , r+oo(Tpo =  Z ) /  d6 b\E},j^yQoW\ (2.69)
M>
and
Here
(^ Inelastic — 27T db b [-E^oOOo(^ ) |-®OOOo(^ ) P] • (2.70)
/ + 1  />27T^ d p  dpY^,t,.{a,^)DHb,p,<l>- P)Y,m {oc,^)  , (2.71)
(6 , p, 0 — ^) =  S'(6 , p, 0 — ;0) — 1 (2.72)
and
D^(6 , pj(j) — P) — 15(6,p, 0 — /?) — Ip  . (2.73)
has no angular dependence, this is removed when the integrals over p and 
P are calculated, therefore the integral over 0 is replaced by a factor of 2?r. As with 
the differential scattering cross section the values of 5(6, p, 0 —^0) are calculated first. 
Since the integrated cross sections are independent of the value of 0, for simplicity 
we chose 0 =  0 to compute the S-matrices.
2.8 D ifferential scattering cross section  results
We now present results for the scattering of a deformed projectile by a spherical 
target. We emphasize that our choice of (test) reaction system is completely 
arbitrary. It is not intended to represent a completely realistic description of the 
reaction system in question. The plots in this section are shown to confirm that 
our ‘deformed’ S-matrices are calculated correctly. These results also demonstrate 
the agreement between the Glauber and coupled channels reaction models at the 
high energies of interest in this work. In addition, the inelastic cross sections may
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give an idea of how important core deformation will be in the break up of two- 
body (composite) projectile systems at fragmentation beam energies. The results 
from our eikonal calculations are compared with those from the equivalent coupled 
channels calculation (FRESCO). Further details regarding the FRESCO code are 
given in Refs. [144, 145]. In both calculations, a quadrupole (^2  =  +0.5) deformed 
Woods-Saxon potential is assumed for the projectile-target nuclear interaction. The 
Coulomb interaction is ignored in both calculations. When including the Coulomb 
potential in the FRESCO calculations, its effect was generally found to be small. 
Clearly for elastic scattering there are effects at very small scattering angles. The 
projectile-target potential parameters (used in both calculations) are taken from 
^°Be+^^C scattering data [94], Vo =  123.0 MeV, Tq = 0.75 fm and a = 0 .8  fm in 
the real part, Wo =  65.0 MeV, Tq = 0.78 fm and a = 0 .8  fm in the imaginary part. 
The radius parameter tq is then multiplied by where At and are the
projectile and target atomic masses. In our eikonal calculations the integrals over 
p, /?, 7  and b were calculated using 20, 60, 60 and 100 Gauss-Legendre quadrature 
points respectively. An upper limit of 6 =  20 fm was used for the integral over b.
Figures 2.3 and 2.4 show the P  = 0"^  to 7  ^ =  0+ and P  — 0+ to P  =  2 + 
differential scattering cross sections respectively. Plotted as a function of centre of 
mass scattering angle for the scattering of a “^^C projectile by a ^^ C target. Total, 
laboratory reference frame energies of 500 and 1000 MeV are used. The agreement 
between our deformed projectile eikonal calculations and the coupled channels calcu­
lations confirms the validity of the eikonal approximation for small scattering angles. 
Since the only incident flux is in the P  = 0^ channel, the cross section in Figure 
2.4 results from projectile excitation. Therefore the comparison in Figure 2.4 (and 
to a lesser extent Figure 2.3) provide a useful check for our ‘deformed’ S-matrices. 
Figure 2.5 shows that at very small scattering angles the M = 0 contribution to the 
cross section is dominant and at larger angles the M  — ±2 contributions dominate. 
The contributions from the M  — ±1 states vanish identically and the calculation 
needs to include only even M  values.
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Figure 2.3: The differential scattering cross section as a function of centre of mass 
scattering angle for the elastic scattering of a projectile (incident in its ~  O'*" 
ground state) by a target. The solid curves show the results from the Glauber 
calculation and the dashed curves the results from coupled channels calculations.
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Figure 2.4: The differential scattering cross section as a function of centre of mass 
scattering angle for the inelastic scattering of a projectile by a target. The 
projectile (incident in its =  O’*" ground state) is excited up to the = 2 + first 
excited state. The solid curves show the results from the Glauber calculation and 
the dashed curves the results from coupled channels calculations.
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Figure 2.5: The contribution to the inelastic = 0“^ to =  2 +) differential 
scattering cross section for each value of M as a function of centre of mass scattering 
angle. The sum of the M = ±2 and M = 0 contributions shown by the short dashed 
line gives the differential cross section for a total energy of 500 MeV, also ploted in 
Figure 2.4.
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2.9 Integrated cross section  results
In this section some results of the integrated cross section calculations are presented. 
These cross sections were calculated using the ‘deformed’ S-matrices in Figure 2 .2  
(using the appropriate value oî ^2)-
1160
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Figure 2 .6 : The integrated cross section as a function of quadrupole deformation 
parameter for a total energy of 500 MeV. In the upper graph, the elastic cross section 
where the projectile remains in its ground (7^ =  0+) state is plotted. In the lower 
graph the inelastic cross sections are plotted, the solid and long dashed curves shows 
the cross sections to the first excited (7^ =  2+) and second excited = 4+) states 
respectively. The short dashed curve shows the total inelastic cross section
The results in Figure 2.6 show a significant cross section for inelastic scattering 
of the projectile by the target, when the ‘deformed’ S-matrices are used. This 
suggests that the effects of core excitations in a two body projectile problem are 
worth further investigation using ‘deformed’ S-matrices. The relatively small cross 
section to the 7^ = 4"^  state indicates that the 7^ = 0 "*',2 ‘*' core states are likely 
to be the most important in deformed core plus nucleon systems where the major 
spectroscopic strength is associated with the 7^ =  0 + core state.
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C hapter 3 
T w o-body deform ed core 
projectile form ulation
In this chapter the formalism for the nucleon knock-out reactions from a (deformed 
core plus loosely bound neutron) projectile system incident on a spherical target 
is introduced. The necessary notation and required derivations are then presented. 
Single nucleon knock-out reactions are considered where the projectile core is de­
tected after the reaction so the two possible reaction mechanisms for this process 
are considered, neutron stripping and diffractive break up. Neutron stripping oc­
curs when the projectile core survives the interaction with the target but the loosely 
bound neutron is absorbed by exciting the target. Diffractive break up occurs when 
the target, core and neutron all survive the interaction between the projectile and 
target. The projectile breaks up into its core and a neutron and the target remains 
in its ground state. These reaction mechanisms are illustrated pictorially in Figure 
3.1.
3.1 T he coordinate system
The same x, y and 2; coordinate system is used as in the deformed one-body projectile 
problem. Once again, the x~z plane is defined by the incident and scattered wave 
vectors k and Id respectively and the 2;-axis is parallel to the incident nucleus wave 
vector k. The orientation of the deformed core is defined by the unit vector A, with 
polar angles a and p. The position of the neutron with respect to the centre of mass 
of the core is now denoted by r, which may be expressed in cylindrical coordinates 
in terms of the distance Zr and the vector by =  (6y, 0 y) according to
r =  by + kzy . (3.1)
It follows that _____
r = + . (3.2)
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Figure 3.1: A schematic illustration of the neutron stripping and diffractive break 
up nucleon removal reaction mechanisms for a deformed core and loosely bound 
neutron projectile system incident on a spherical target.
The position of the centre-of-mass of the core with respect to the target is denoted 
by Rc =  (be,-2c) =  Similarly, the position of the neutron with respect
to the target is given by R^ =  (b„,2:„) =  (6^, <;6n, ^n)- Finally the position of the 
centre-of-mass of the composite projectile relative to the target is denoted by the 
vector R  =  (b, Z) =  (6, <^, Z).
The neutron-target impact parameter is given by
Ac ,b„ =  b + (3.3)
where is the mass of the core. Using some simple trigonometry it can be shown 
that the magnitude of the neutron-target impact parameter is equal to
bn — (  A c b r  \  ^ . 2b A cb r  COS {<f) +  (j)r)
—
(3.4)
As in previous works [40, 72, 74, 80, 84], we use a neutron-target optical potential.
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Figure 3.2: The coordinate system used for the break up of a deformed core-plus- 
loosely-bound neutron projectile by a spherical target.
The success of these models (see for example [27, 29, 31, 38, 39, 72, 81, 84, 8 6 , 87, 8 8 ]) 
in describing knockout reactions from a wide range of projectiles suggests that this 
is a reasonable assumption. The neutron-target S-matrix is a function of
Similarly the core-target impact parameter is given by
1 br } (3.5)
thus the magnitude of the core-target impact parameter and its azimuthal angle are 
given by
br. =
and
0 c =  cos~^ b cos 0  —
1-^Ac 
bf cos 0 y  ^ f 2^
26,.& COS (0 +  0,.)
1 -h Ac (3.6)
1 + A 6" + 1 +  .Ac
\ —1/3 2brb cos ( 0  +  0 r )  \
Ï + Â c  I
(3.7)
3.2 Eikonal m odel cross sections
In this section we derive expressions for the single-neutron-removal cross sections for 
stripping and diffractive break up processes within the eikonal or Glauber reaction 
model [83].
We start our derivation of the few-body eikonal cross sections with the expres­
sion
(3.8)
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for the scattering amplitude. This expression is equation (2 .1 ) of the one-body- 
projectile case generalised for a two-body composite projectile where r and Ô are 
assumed fixed. Hence, the total projectile-target interaction y (R , 0 ,r )  is the sum 
of the two-body neutron-target and deformed core-target interactions 14i t ( ^ )  and 
%:t(Rc, Ù). The assumption that the projectile internal degrees of freedom are frozen 
throughout the reaction is known as the adiabatic or sudden approximation. This 
approximation is valid at high projectile energies where the projectile-target collision 
occurs very quickly, this is because over the short reaction time the projectile will 
have undergone very little internal motion. As for a one-body-deformed-projectile, 
this assumption implies that the projectile ground state is degenerate with all its 
excited states. In the traditional spherical-core plus loosely bound particle calcula­
tions (see for example [40, 72, 74, 80, 84, 85]), the position coordinate vector of the 
removed nucleon, r is assumed frozen. The frozen-orientation (Ù) approximation 
has been applied (within the eikonal framework) to elastic and inelastic scattering 
[134] and the calculation of reaction cross sections [142] for one-body-deformed pro­
jectiles incident on spherical targets. Our model is nonperturbative and treats the 
dissociation of the projectile, excitation, de-excitation and reorientation of the core 
degrees of freedom to all orders. In equation (3.8), fj,pt is the reduced mass of the 
projectile-target system,
where, Mp and Mt are the projectile and target masses. In the systems considered in 
the present work the valence particle is a neutron, so Mp =  Me + M„. Here Mg and 
M„ are the core and neutron masses. Once again ^j^(R, O, r) is the scattering wave 
function and this now corresponds to a fixed r  and Ù. The Schrodinger equation 
for this wave function is
{-V ^ +  t/(R ,n ,r)} i/'i[(R .,n ,r) =  fcV ï(R ,Ô ,r) . (3.10)
The reduced potential is now f/(R, 0 ,r )  =  2 /ipty(R, n , r)/?i^ and
^  . (3.11)
Here, E  is the incident projectile energy.
The analogue of the one-body-projectile case, the eikonal scattering wave func­
tion is
V>i[(R, Ù, r) =  e""'^w(R, Ù, r) . (3.12)
Here, w(R, Ô, r) is the modulating function, which is unknown at this point. As in 
the one-body-projectile case this contains all the effects that the projectile-target 
interaction has on the incident plane wave. An expression for w(R, H,r) may be 
obtained by substituting the eikonal scattering wave function into the Schrodinger 
equation. Following the derivation used to evaluate the modulating function in the
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one-body-projectile case (equations (2.4) to (2.9)), one obtains
w(R,Û ,r) = e x p |- ^ y ^ ^  d z 'F (R ', 0 , r ) |  . (3,13)
In this expression, R ' = (b, z') and z/ is the classical incident velocity (measured in 
the projectile-target centre-of-mass frame) and is equal to z/ =  hk/jipt. As for the 
one-body-projectile case, the curvature term has been neglected. As mentioned 
in chapter 2 , by neglecting this term one assumes that the projectile nuclei travel
along straight-line trajectories parallel to the incident beam and ,z-axis. In two-
body projectile eikonal calculations, since the composite projectile is assumed frozen 
throughout the projectile-target interaction, it follows that the neutron and core also 
travel in straight lines parallel to the beam direction.
Substituting the eikonal scattering wave function
'0 j (R , f2,r) = e*^ '^^exp J  d /  V"(R', O, r ) |  , (3.14)
into equation (3.8) and following the one-body-projectile scattering amplitude deriva­
tion, see section 2 .2 , the scattering amplitude for a two-body composite projectile
is
/(k , Ù, bn k') =  ^  /  d b { g ( b ,  b „ Û) -  l} . (3.15)
Since in the two-body composite projectile case V(R, Ù, r) = Vnt{Rn) + V"ct(Rcj Ô), 
in this expression 6 '(b ,b,.,0 ) is
S{h, b„  Ù) =  %(bg, Ù)Sn{bn) , (3.16)
where
and
5'c(bc, fi) — exp |  — d^c Vct(Rc) ^ ) |  (3.17)
»S'n(6n) =  e x p j - ^ y  d2:„Kt(-Rn)} • (3.18)
As already mentioned, due to the adiabatic approximation and fixed r  and equa­
tion (3.15) corresponds to the scattering amplitude for a degenerate linear combi­
nation of projectile states. As in section 2 .2 , the scattering amplitudes for specific 
initial and final states are determined by calculating the appropriate overlap. Thus, 
for elastic scattering, the scattering amplitude is
0)|jf(k, br,k)|^Jn%jr(^;^)) • (3.19)
Here, (r, H) is the wave function which describes the deformed core-loosely- 
bound-neutron projectile system, with total angular momentum and projection J  
and m j  respectively. We discuss the formulation of these wave functions in sections
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3.3 and 3.4. In the above expression, m'j is the final value of the angular momen­
tum projection quantum number. The bra-ket notation on the right hand side of 
equations (3.19) and (3.20) implies integration over all positions of the neutron with 
respect to the core r, all orientations of the deformed core Ù and all spin vari­
ables. Therefore, if the projectile is incident in the state (r, Ô), the scattering 
amplitude for populating a given break up state is
//mjma Jmj (hj h 5 h?’) ~  ( ,^ O, k^) [/(k, by, k ) (r, ^ )) . (3.20)
Here, fi, k,.) are the wave functions of the unbound core-plus-neutron
states. Where, I  is the angular momentum of the core following the break up of 
the projectile, the spin of the neutron is understood to be 1/2 throughout. The 
projection quantum numbers of the neutron and core respectively after break up 
are rris and mi. The vector is the relative momentum of the neutron and core 
following the break up of the projectile.
As in the one-body-projectile case of chapter 2 the total (integrated over all 
angular orientations of k') cross section is obtained from the square modulus of 
the scattering amplitude. One then sums over the initial and final state projection 
quantum numbers and divides by the initial density of states, =  (2J +  1). In 
chapter 2 , since the incident projectile has angular momentum zero the sum over 
the initial projection quantum number and initial density of states factor are not 
evident. Since J  ^  0 here, this is not the case. The result is then integrated over 
the x-y components of the momentum transfer vector and divided by the magnitude 
of the incident wave vector k. Thus, following the simplifications of section 2 .2  and 
integrating over k^ the total cross section for populating a break up state where the 
core has angular momentum I  is
(Tij =  ^  j  d b  J  dkr  p  .
(3.21)mjmima
The total elastic cross section is [147, 72]
(Zj; -  4  /  db I ($jm:,(r, Q)|S„(6„)So(b« Û) -  l|$ jm ,(r, Ù)) . (3.22)mjm'j
With a spherical (spectator) core, as assumed in Refs. [1 , 28, 40, 72, 80, 146, 147], 
the core-target S-matrix is a function of only 6 .^ The deformation of the core in the 
present work means that this S-matrix is a function of be and bg- (see section 2.5). 
Hence, we must generalise our expressions for the cross sections in the deformed 
core case.
According to the optical theorem (e.g. [148]), the total cross section (which 
includes all scattering and reaction processes) is obtained from the imaginary part 
of the forward scattering elastic scattering amplitude according to
[fjmjJmjO^T^^)] • (3.23)^ J mj
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Substituting for the elastic scattering amplitude from equations (3.15) and (3.19),
CTtotal =  /  db {^jmj{r,Ù)\{Snibn)Sc(hc,Ù)-l]\^jmj{r,Ù))
m j   ^ J (3.24)
and hence
<ztotai =  4 E / d b  [23 îe (3 'j„ ,(r ,n ) |l-5 „ (6 „ )S ',(b c ,n ) |'ÿ j„ ,(r ,fî)> ] . (3.25)
The total reaction cross section is defined as the difference between the total 
and elastic cross sections
“  O'total O'jj , (3.26)
substituting for crtotai and o j j  from equations (3.25) and (3.22),
S  /  db 2(5mjm'^3îe(’F7,n^(r,ri)ll-5„(6„)S 'c(bc,n)|^jr„j(r,n))
m jm 'j
-1 { ^ J m ' , { T , Ù ) \ S n { b n ) S c { h c , Ù )  -  (r, O)) |']  . (3.27)
Since the wave functions ^ j„ ij(r, f2) and ^j„,/^(r, O) are normalised, the integrand 
of this expression can be rewritten as
^ 6  (^Jmj ( j^ ^ )  |'5n(^n)»5'c(bc, ^ )  |^Jmj (^; ^ ) ) “
I (^Jmj(*'3 )^|'S^ n(^ n)<S*c(bc, ^ )) —' ■ (3.28)
Writing out each term in the square modulus, the term on the second line of the
previous expression is
I ( r ,  ^)|S'„(6„)5'c(b„, 0 ) 1 ® (r, 0))|^ +  -
<Sm.mi(^jm.(r, S7)|5„(6„)5„(bo, n ) +  g ;(6»)g:(b„ n)|® j„,,(r, Ù)) (3.29)
and since
(®j,„,(r,Ô)|5„(6„)5c(b<„Ô) +  S';(6„)S * (b„fi) |® j„ ,(r,n )) =
n)|S'„(6„)S'e(bc, 0 ) |® j„ ,(r , Ù)) (3.30)
the total reaction cross section may be written as [147, 94]
%  = 4  E  /  db -|(® j,„ ,(r,Ô )|S „(6„)5 ',(b„n)|® y„,(r,Ô ))p ] .
m jm 'j
(3.31)
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The total diffractive break up cross section, cTdiff is obtained by summing equa­
tion (3.21) over / , where this summation runs over all core states. Hence the diffrac­
tive break up cross section is [1, 40]
o-diff =  i  /  db f  dkr {^/m/m.(r,n,k,.)|5n(6n)5'c(bc,^2)|^jmj(r,0))P .*' mjimjms (3.32)
Following Ref. [40], the unbound-core-plus-neutron wave functions, the integral 
over k,. and summation over 7, mj and rris in equation (3.32) may be carried out 
implicitly using the closure relation
J  dkr I (^3 ^3 l^r)) ( ^ / m / m a  (l*) ^3  kr) ! ~  1 ~  I ^ J m j ( ^ 3  ^ ) ) { ^ J m ' j  (^ 3^ ^ )  I 3
I  m i  rris m ' j
(3.33)
where, as in previous works (e.g. [40, 72, 146]), we have assumed that the projectile 
has only one bound state, the ground state. After some rearrangement equation
(3.32) may be written as
OdifF — - p  J  dh
(3.34)
, (3.35)
\SAbn)Sc(hc,n)\‘^ \^ jmA^,n))
L m jY. I  ( ’ î ' J m ' ^ ( r 3 ^ ) | 5 ' n ( W 5 ' c ( b c , n ) | ^ j , „ ^ ( r , Ô ) >
m j m ' j
Expanding the Dirac notation equation (3.34) may be written as
/ d b  / d r  /d f î  0 2 (b ,b r,n )X ^ (^ jm j(r ,0 )|^ jm y(r,f2))spin
J y J  J  rn j
-  E  l /d r  / d n  0 3 (b,br,n)(^jr„/^(r,n)|^j,„^(r,Q)>gpinmjm'j
where the operators 0 2 (b ,b r ,n )  and 0 3 (b ,b r ,0 ) are given by
C>2(b,b„n) =  |1 -  S„{bn)Sc(hc,n)|^ (3.36)
and
03(b,br, O) =  1 -  Sn{bn)Sc{ha, Ù) . (3.37)
Sn{bn)Sc{hc,Ù) in equation (3.34) is replaced by 1 — »5„(6n)'S'c(bc, H), since this 
simplifies the calculation, without change of value, as the initial and final states 
in equation (3.32) are orthogonal. In equation (3.35), we have used the notation, 
(•••)spin to denote integration over only the spin variables. Also, following [40], we 
have assumed that the S-matrices, and hence O2 and O3 , have Î2 but no other spin 
dependence.
The total absorption cross section is defined as the difference between the re­
action and diffractive break up cross sections
O^abs “  O'n CTfiiff . (3.38)
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Therefore, substituting for ctr and (JdifF from equations (3.31) and (3.34), it is clear 
that
(Zaw =  4  E  /  d b (® y „ ,(r ,n ) |l- |5 „ (6 „ )5 „ (b „ ,Û )n ® j„ ,(r ,Ô ))  . (3.39)
The content of the absorption cross section is more easily understood if one 
notes that (as in [146]) we can write
1 -  \S„(b„)S,{b„Ù)\^ =  |5„(6„)|^[1 -  |% (b .,0 )n  +  |%(b., n ) n i  -  |5„(6„)p]
[1 — |5n(6n)|^][l — |6 'c(bc, f2)|^] . (3.40)
The probability of the weakly-bound neutron surviving the interaction with the 
target is given by the square modulus of the neutron-target S-matrix |»5'„(6n)p. The 
probability of the neutron not surviving the interaction is therefore 1 — |5'„(6„)p. 
Similarly, the probability of the core surviving is the square modulus of the core­
target S-matrix |5'c(bc, H)p and again the probability of the core not surviving must 
be equal to 1 — |»S'c(bc, 0)|^. It is explicit that this survival probability is a function 
of the orientation of the core. Therefore, one can see that the three terms on the 
right hand side of equation (3.40) correspond to the three possible outcomes for the 
projectile having an inelastic collision with the target. The first term corresponds to 
the survival of only the neutron, the second to the survival of just the core and the 
third term to the survival of neither the core or the neutron. Therefore, it follows 
that the total cross section for the inelastic neutron removal, or stripping cTgtrip is
<^ strip — f  db f2)|C^i(b, b,., Q )|^ j,7tj(r, fz)) . (3.41)
J  m j
Here the stripping operator (that we have introduced) (b, b^, f2) is
e»i(b,bnfî) =  (l -  |5„(6„)P) |% (b .,n ) |: . (3.42)
This expression was originally formulated by Hussein and McVoy for a spherical 
(spectator) core in [149]. Since then it has been used in a number of works, see for 
example [28, 40, 72, 80,146]. Expanding the bra-ket notation used in equation (3.41) 
and using the notation (...)gpin to denote integration over only the spin variables, 
the neutron stripping cross section may be written as
o-strip =  - i  y  db y  d n  y  dr Oi(b,br,n)5Z<'^^rn.;(r,n)|^jm.,(r,n)spin • (3.43)mjr
Here, as in the diffractive break up case, we have assumed (following Ref. [40]) that 
the S-matrices, and hence Oi, have Ù but no other spin dependence.
Equations (3.35) and (3.43) provide a means of calculating the single-nucleon- 
removal cross sections in the deformed (non-spectator) core case. However, due to
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the deformation of the core and practical limits on time and computing power, care- i
ful consideration to the structure of these calculations is required. This is because
the integral over r  requires that the coordinates Zr, W and 0 r are integrated over, ;
similarly the integral over Ù  requires integration over the angles a  and /?. The in- i
tegral over b only requires the integral over its length b to be computed, since all
angular dependence is removed by the preceding integrals over r  and Ù, Thus, a to- i
tal of seven nested integrals must be calculated. Consequently a substantial amount ;
of the remainder of this chapter is devoted to an efficient structure to perform these ;
calculations.
Here we consider the inclusive neutron stripping and diffractive break up cross 
sections. Therefore our calculated cross sections feed all final states of the assumed 
rotational band of the core. Although, at the fragmentation beam energies we will j
consider, these cross sections are expected to be dominated by the cross sections to 
the lowest 7  ^ = 0"^  and 7  ^ =  2+ core final states [134], our model makes no such ,
theoretical restriction. ;
3.3 D eform ed core-neutron wave function
In this section an expression is determined for the wave function of the deformed 
core-loosely-bound-neutron system. In this analysis the orbital angular momentum 
of the neutron I will be coupled to the intrinsic spin of the neutron s, giving a total 
angular momentum for the neutron of j  : [Z g) s]^^. As mentioned previously, the 
neutron spin s = 1/2 is understood throughout. The total angular momentum of 
the neutron j  will then be coupled to the intrinsic spin of the core 7 giving a total 
angular momentum for the system of J  : [j ® 7]^^. Therefore in order to determine 
the wave function of the system the eigenfunctions of the operators
Jz — h Sz +  Iz (3.44)
and
J2 = (Î + ê + 1)2 (3.45)
are required. For clarity, we note that the ‘hat’ notation (e.g. Â) is here used 
to denote the angular momentum operators. The standard eigenvalue equations 
for the orbital angular momentum squared and projection operators (1  ^ and Iz) are 
satisfied by the spherical harmonics Yimi (^) • Similarly the eigenvalue equations for 
the intrinsic spin and projection operators (s  ^ and Sz) are satisfied by the spinors 
Xsma- Here, is the angular momentum squared operator for the deformed core 
and Iz is the projection operator, these operators satisfy the eigenvalue equations
and
I"#fm;(n) =  7(7 + l)#;m X^) (3.46)
Iz^Im ii^)  — ^ /^ /m /(^ )- (3.47)
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Here # 1^,7 (^) is the wave function of the deformed core which is assumed to be 
the states of the K  = d rotational band of a rigid rotator. Therefore, (as shown in 
section 2.4) ^ 7^; (^) =  ^/m/(^) and the value of I  is restricted to even values.
Using standard theory for the addition of angular momentum [150,151] it can be 
shown that the eigenfunctions (T^jmj ( ,^ ^ )) which satisfy the required eigenvalue 
equations
(3.48)
and
(*’? ^ )  — (^ ) ^ )  (3.49)
are given by
TAjmj(r, n ) = Y  Ü’^ j^î^/|«^^j)(^^/smg|jmj)yj,n/(^)Fim,(r)mimsmjmi
XsTUa • (3.50)
Here A denotes the quantum numbers Z, s, j  and I. The quantum number J  may 
have values ranging from |7 —/ | up to / + j  in integer steps and the quantum number 
m j  must be equal to mi -{-rris + mi.
The wave function which describes the deformed core-neutron system consists 
of an angular part (the angular momentum eigenfunction T a j^ j (f, ^ )) and a radial 
part. Until this point only the angular part has been considered. If the radial part 
is given by the function Rf^jAr) then the wave function describing the deformed 
core-neutron system is
^Jmj ( r ,n )  =  Y  {lmsms\3mj){jmjIrrii\Jmj)YirnA^)^irni{i)Isjlmimamjrni
^lsjli ‘^)Xsma • (3.51)
The parity of the deformed core wave function is given by (—1)  ^ and since 7 is 
restricted to even values this will always be positive, the parity of a neutron is 
positive, therefore the spin function Xsma has positive parity. This means that the 
parity of the deformed core-neutron system is given by (—1 )^
3.4 Radial wave functions
The radial wave functions for the deformed core and neutron may be calculated by 
numerically solving the coupled channels equations [7 9 , 152]
2/1T ic
( f  Z(Z-kl)
yiC^AVm.f ( ,^ ^ )  |TAJm.r(r, ^))f'  Ruaf pjf') > (3.52)A'
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for the relative motion between the core and neutron. In this expression fine is the 
reduced mass of the core and neutron system, ej is the excitation energy of the core, 
Ej  the total energy of the system and denotes the quantum numbers Z', s, f  and 
r .  As an example, according to [79] the J'  ^ =  1/2"  ^ ground state in ^^Be involves 
three channels, these are the [2sii2®I'^ =  O'**], \ld^/2®I‘^ — 2 +] and [Ids/g®/^ =  2 +] 
neutron-core configurations.
Following Ref. [79], the coupled channels equations are solved by assuming 
that the potential between the core and neutron T4 c(r, O) consists of two terms, 
a deformed Woods-Saxon potential Fwg(r,f2) and a spin-orbit term %o(r). The 
deformed Woods-Saxon potential is given by
%«(r, Ù )  = -------- - /m  , (3.53)
1 -j- exp r-fl(r-n)ÛWB
where Kvg is the Woods-Saxon depth, a^s is the diffuseness, and R{t -Ù) is the radius 
of the deformed core given by
R{v . Ù) =  J^g(l +  . n)) , (3.54)
where is the Woods-Saxon radius and ^2 the quadrupole deformation parameter. 
The spin-orbit term is spherical and given by
%o(r) =  -  ( — ) ( 2 1 - s ) ^ ^ [ l  +  e x p ( ' î ( ^ ^ ') l  '  (3.55)\m ^ c j  ' r dr V \  a^ o J\
where m^ r is the mass of the pion, c is the speed of light, is the depth of the 
spin-orbit potential, Ugo is its diflPuseness and R^ o is the radius parameter.
For completeness, we note that particle-rotor models offer a realistic description 
of ^^Be [79, 130]. In the two papers referenced here, both authors solve the coupled 
channels equations for a neutron and a deformed ^^Be core. They conclude that 
the effects of core deformation are important in Be-plus-neutron systems. The 
spectroscopic factors obtained are consistent with those from shell model calculations 
(see values in [30]) and experiment (see for example [153]). The bound and unbound 
positive [79, 130] and negative [79] parity energy levels are also in agreement with 
those predicted by shell model calculations (see [79]) and the measured levels [153].
3.5 R eduction  o f structure term s
To use equation (3.35) to calculate the diffractive break up cross section, an effi­
cient means of calculating (r, n))gpin =  required. In this
section an expression for calculating this spin average is derived using angular mo­
mentum theory. Products of Clebsch-Gordan coefllcients summed over projection 
quantum numbers are expressed as Racah and 9j coefficients.
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From equation (3.51),
yi.m, (!fî)y,^, ( e ) % ,  (r)
(Xsm'|Xsms)spin • (3.56)
Here, r  denotes the quantum numbers {I, j ,  / ,  mg, mj and mi}  and similarly 
r ' represents {/', j ',  ru;/, m ,^ and m//}. The spin eigenfunctions Xsms satisfy
the orthonormality condition
{Xsm'glXsms) — m^s,m'g j (3.57)
therefore the summation over drops out.
The product involving the two spherical harmonics Yi^i (r) and (f) may be 
simplified according to [154]
Cmr V47f£
}^m^(r) . (3.58)
Here, £  is a new quantum number which may take even values ranging from \l — I'\
up to I + l 'y the notation Î is used to denote the statistical factor ^ J{21 -f 1 ). The
spherical harmonics which describe the deformed core may be combined in a similar 
way such that
Yi^,(Ù)Y,: {Ù) =  ' £ ^ ^ { I 0 I ' 0 \ X 0 ) { I m , r - m i , \ X m x ) ( - i r "
X m x  v47T Z
Y x m x i ^ )  , (3.59)
here, X may take even values ranging from |/  — / '|  up to /  +  /'.
Substituting into equation (3.56), we obtain
rj 47TXjC
( / 77ij//'m//| Jm j)(/0 ,/'0 |X 0)(/m /7 ' — mj/|Xmi)(/0/'0|£0)
(Imil' -  mr|£m£)Fi„,3.(n)y^^^(r)72f,^.^(r)i?^,j.,^,(r) . (3.60)
Here, rj denotes the quantum numbers {Z, j , / ,  m ,^ rUg, m^ -, m/, V, j ',  m /^, m^,
miiy £, X, me and mj}. Using the relationship [154]
' ^ { —l)°~^{aabl3\c'y){dôbp\ee){dôa — o;|/0 ) =
W{abfe;cd) , (3.61)
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/% 47TX
(^ 0 ^T|£0 )( /m // ' — mp\Xmx){fmjiCmc\jrnj)W(l'sCj\j'l) 
Yxmx{^)Ycmc^)F^isjl{'f')^Vsfp{'^) i (3.62)
since C is restricted to integer values. Here, }i denotes the quantum numbers {Z, j , 
7, rrijy miy Z', j ',  7' my, m//, £, %, me and mi}. Utilizing the symmetry relations 
[154]
[aahp\ci) = ( - l ) “““ ^(ao;c -  ^\h -  P) (3.63)b
and
W{abed; cf)  =  (-if^^-^-'Vviacfd'y be) (3.64)
equation (3.62) may be rewritten as
=  ^ (-1 )-'-+ ^ + ^ + ^ + " '-'-'" '^  Umjlmi\Jmj){j'mjd'mp\Jrn'j){I0I'0\X0)
{m'0\C0){IrniI -  m2 \I'mi ,){j 'mfCmc\jmj)W(l 'j 'lr,  sC) 
Yxmx{^)Yemc{^)^i3jii'^)^i'sfr{'^) ■ (3.65)
Here, we have used (—1)^ ® =  (—1)“  ^ to simplify the phase factor. Utilizing the 
relationship [154]
{aabp\cj) =  {-l)^+^'%bPaa\cj) (3.66)
and since mp — mj = —mi,
(Z0ZT|£0)(7m/X -  mi|7'm//)(/my£m£|imj')VF(ZyZj; sC) 
Yxmxi^)Ycmc{^)^lsjl{‘^ )^l'sfI'i'^ ) (3.67)
may be written. A sum involving the product of four Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, 
can be related to the sum of the product of two Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and a 
9j symbol. Hence using (3.63) and the relation [154]
12 W c  -  'y\aa)(e£f -  C\d5)(b -  Pe£\gT]){cjfC\hfj) =
' c b a '
(-l)" + = -»a#  Y^(dSaa\l\){gT]h -  n\lX)
IX
f e d  
. h 9 I ^
(3.68)
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w (ro/'o|XO)(/0;'0|£0)(Jm^fe -  m^\Jm'j)
r /' ; r i{CmcXmx\kmk)W{l'flj'ysC)< f  j  C >
I  J  J  A; J
^fsj'ri'^) • (3.69)
may be obtained. Here, conditions on allowed values of the projection quantum 
numbers imposed through the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, the restriction that the 
value of m i  is integer and (—l)~2-^ -2mj _  % are used to simplify the phase factor.
In equation (3.69) C denotes the quantum numbers Z, j , 7, l\  j \  7', £, X, m%,
k and m^.
This expression provides a more efficient way of calculating the spin-integrated 
wave function product X ,^ than the initial expression, equation (3.56). The 
number of quantum numbers over which the summation runs has been reduced 
from 14 to 12
An expression for the square modulus of the projectile wave function integrated 
over all neutron spin variables is also required, to calculate the neutron stripping 
cross section and the first term in the diffractive break up cross section expression. 
This quantity is simply given by where m'j =  mj . The condition, m’j  = m j
allows significant simplifications to be made to equation (3.69) which are shown 
here.
Applying the condition m j =  mj  implies that m/t — 0, thus equation (3.69) 
reduces to
 ^A /V  ^ A A A A
=  {I0I'0\X0){l0l'0\/:0){Jmjk0\Jmj)
{CmcXmx\kO)W{l'j'lj-, sC)
• (3.70)
Here (  denotes the quantum numbers {Z, j, 7, Z', / ,  7', £, X, m j and A;}. Using 
the relationship [154]
^(aa&Olao;) =  5bo , (3.71)a
for sums involving one Clebsch-Gordan coefficient and summing over mj  equation 
(3.70) may be written as
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mj
( I '  I  Z '1 
W{i 'j 'ir,sc)^ f  j  c 
J  J  0
In this expression'd denotes the quantum numbers {Z, j .  I, Z% j \  X, £, X and 
mj}. The value of k is restricted to A; =  0 , therefore the 9j symbol may be simplified 
using the relationship [154]
r a 6 c '
d e f
[ 9 h 0 ^
= (5c/ 5gh ^W(bcgd;ae) ^9 (3.73)
Therefore X — C and since = 0 , m j = —me equation (3.72) may be rewritten as
A  A  /V /s  A  A  A .
m . j  Ç 47T£"=
(3.74)
3.6 C alculation structure
In this section the structure of the equations used to calculate the diffractive break up 
and neutron stripping cross sections efficiently is presented. The order of integration 
over the coordinates describing the orientation of the core and position of the neutron 
are presented. Some simplifications which are used to improve the efficiency of the 
calculation are also outlined.
Starting from equations (3.35) and (3.43), substituting for the spin-integrated 
wave function product (^jm(;(r, ^)I^Jm j(r, ^ )^)spin using equation (3.69), the neu­
tron stripping and diffractive break up cross sections can be written as
CTstrip — J  db Zqq (b) (3.75)
and
(T'diff (b)
'■ m j m ' j  k m i i
(3.76)
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Here (6) is defined by
^kmkib) ^  fdCl f d r  {CmeXmx\kmk)YernA^)Yxrnxi^)Oq0^y^^^)CmcXmx
Tixkir) (3.77)
and the transition density, is equal to
' I ' i x k i r )  =  E  ---------- Z?/7'jyjÈ(/0X0|X0)(ZOZ'O|£0)ijivyp
wiVjnj'ysC) 7 ) • (3.78)
Writing the integral over the impact parameter in terms of the constituent coordi­
nates of b, the expressions for the cross sections may be written as
7^-strip =  27t dbbZQ^ ^{b) (3.79)
and
( ^ d i f f  —  2 7 t  dbb^ZQQ(b) — ^  E  I  E ( ~ f ) ” ^ * ’ ( « . ^ ^ j A ;
^ \  m j m ' j  kruk
. (3.80)
Here, since Zj^^A^) has no angular dependence (this is removed when the integrals 
over all orientations of the core and neutron are calculated) the integral over b 
reduces to an integral over b multiplied by a factor of 2?r6. Cross terms arising from 
taking the square modulus of the summation over k and in the second term of 
equation (3.80), can be shown to be zero (see Appendix C), therefore
(JdiflP = 27Ty dbb(^ZQ^ ^{b) -  ^  E  \{~l)'^^{J'mjk -  mk\Jm'j) ^ \ d rnjm'jkmk
Z i l M f ]  ■ (3.81)
For a projectile nucleus with J  =  1/2 we find that A; = 0 = =  0; the reason
for this is explained in detail in Appendix B. Thus it follows that m j ~  m'j and 
according to [154] (Jm j00|Jm j) =  1 . Therefore the summation over projection 
quantum numbers m j, rrij and in equation (3.81) drops out. Hence for J =  1/2 
the expression for the difi"ractive break up may be significantly simplified according 
to
adiff =  27T I "  db b (6) -  |Z^"(6) n  . (3.82)
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Table 3.1: The values of the quantum numbers £, m/;, X, mj, k and rrik that 
contribute to the final cross sections.
q — l  and q = 2
£  =  even me = even X =  £ mx =  —me A; =  0 * mfc =  0
Ç = 3
£  =  even me — even X =  even mx = even k =  euen* m^ =  even
* Details of these k values are presented in Appendix B.
Writing the spherical harmonics in terms of the associated Legendre functions 
[150], the integrals over Ô and r in terms of their constituent coordinates and chang­
ing the order of integration, (6) may be written as
,  P'27T r o o  r + l __________ _ ___Z t,{b )  =  d<l,r d6r /  dp {CmcXmz\kmk)C^‘^ c r
•'0 •'-1  C m cX m x'27TrZTP r  % d^e ‘’^ ^0,{b,b„^r,P,p)GcmcXk{br) ■ (3.83)
Again, we have made the substitution p = cos a, to calculate the integral over a 
more efficiently. Here, and are given by
If A: =  0 the summation over X and mx drops out since the conditions X =  £  and 
mx =  —me are imposed. The function GemcXk{K) is given by
Gemc^kifr) ~  2 /  dZr WPe  ^ [ / = ) ^eXki^ri W) , (3.85)
for even values of me, (^r/y/z^ d- bfj is an even function of Zr and an odd 
function for odd values of me- The summation over me in equation (3.83), thus 
reduces to a summation over even values. In addition, the lower limit of the Zr 
integral in equation (3.85) is increased from — oo to zero and the result multipled 
by a factor of two. For odd and even mx the P^^{p) are odd and even functions 
respectively of a/p; p is a even function of a. Also, Sc{bc,(l>c — /5,p) depends on 
cos  ^a  and sin^ a (see equations (2.58) to (2.60)) and is thus an even function of 
a/p. Therefore for odd mx the p integrand is odd and the summation over mx 
reduces to a summation over even values. If me  and mx are even mk must also be 
even (through [CmeXmx\kmk)).
Equations (3.79) and (3.81) to (3.85) provide an efficient means of calculating 
the neutron stripping and diffractive break up cross sections. Factors which are
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not functions of the variables of integration, or have no dependence on the summa­
tion variable are taken outside the relevant integrals or summation. In the cases 
where this is not possible, functions such as G may be calculated for the 
required arguments and their values assigned to arrays in the standard way. Func­
tions of variables not directly integrated over such as ^r), *S'c(6c,0 c — /3,p)
and Sn{bn) may be calculated for values over the required range of arguments and 
an interpolation subroutine used.
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C hapter 4 
Two body projectile results
In this chapter we apply the general two-body-projectile theory, presented in chapter 
3, to two specific knockout reaction systems. These (odd A, even Z) projectile ex­
amples have been chosen as there is evidence of a significant neutron plus deformed 
core component in their low-energy structure. Cross sections for each example are 
presented as a function of nuclear structure variables to elucidate the effects of a 
non-spectator core model in calculations of this nature. The calculated and experi­
mentally measured cross sections are then compared.
4.1 A pplication to
Here the formalism developed previously is applied to one neutron knockout reac­
tions. A ^^Be projectile (in its 1 / 2 + ground state) incident on a spherical target is 
studied. The reaction ®Be(^^Be, ^°Be)X at a beam energy of 60 MeV per nucleon 
is studied. This reaction was the subject of a recent experiment [30] carried out at 
the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory at Michigan State University.
This example has been chosen for two reasons. Firstly, there is a great deal of 
evidence that suggests that the ground state of ^^Be contains a significant neutron 
plus excited core component. For example, the shell model calculations presented 
in [30] (see Table 4.1) suggest that the ground state in ^^Be contains a 74% 2 si/2 
neutron plus ground state core and 18% ICZ5/2 neutron plus excited core admixture. 
Particle-rotor models suggest that the ^^Be ground state is 78% [79] or 87% [130] 
a 2 si/2 neutron coupled to a ground state core and 20% [79] or 10% [130] a ICZ5/2 
neutron coupled to a core in the first excited state. For completeness, we note that 
in all these calculations the remaining spectroscopic strength feeds the IÛÎ3/2 neutron 
coupled to an excited 7^ =  2+ core configuration. In addition to the experimental 
work discussed in this section [30], there is also other experimental (see for example 
[35]) evidence that suggests that there is a significant excited core component in
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Table 4.1: The spectator core and experimentally measured single neutron knockout 
cross sections (as presented in [30]) for the reaction ®Be(^^Be, ^°Be)X and beam 
energy of 60 MeV per nucleon. The total theoretical cross sections <Jtotab for each 
value of P  y are obtained by multiplying the sum of (Jstrip, o'difF and <jc by the relevant 
spectroscopic factor (SF).
77T Z SF (^ strip 0‘diff crc (^ total (^ exp
0 + 0 0.74 125 98 10 172 2034:31
2 + 2 0.18 36 14 9 164:4
the ground state of ^^Be. This suggests that core excitation may be important in 
knockout reactions from ^^Be.
The second reason is that a discrepancy between the measured and calculated 
cross sections that feed the P  ~  2 + state in ^°Be was observed in [30]. The calcu­
lations in that work use a conventional spectator core reaction model. In order to 
illustrate this discrepancy, some of the cross sections from that work are listed in 
Table 4.1. In Table 4.1 the total theoretical cross section atotai for each value of 7  ^
is determined according to equations (1 .1) and (1.7). It is therefore given by the 
sum of the stripping (Jgtrip, diffractive Odifr and Coulomb dissociation ac cross sec­
tions multiplied by the appropriate spectroscopic factor. The spectroscopic factors 
in Table 4.1 and used in [30] were obtained using full shell model calculations based 
on the effective interactions of [56]. Our spectroscopic factors are determined using 
a particle-rotor model similar to that in [7 9 ].
The J'  ^— 1/2+, ^^Be ground state has neutron-core configurations [?%Z/ (g)7^];^ ,^ 
with core states 7^ =  0+, 2 + and orbital angular momentum Z =  0, 2 . The ^^Be 
wave function is calculated as a superposition of the neutron-core configurations 
[2 si/2  ® 0+], [ICZ3/2 ® 2 +] and [ICZ5/2 O 2 +], with spectroscopic factors of 0.85, 0.02 
and 0.13 respectively [79]. The radial wave functions (see Figure 4.1) are calculated 
from the numerical solution of the coupled channels equations
 ^ -  '®‘'}  =
N ^ ) |^ c  l^AJmj(^) ^ )) j (4-1)
A '
for the neutron-core system [79]. A deformation parameter of p2 =  4-0.67 is used, 
computed [79] from the B(E2, 0+ —)■ 2 +) value [155] and the ^°Be 2+ state energy 
62 =  3.4 MeV [156]. Neutron-core potential parameters of Vy,s =  54.24 MeV, Vso ~  
8.50 MeV, flws = dso =  0.65 fm and R^s — Pso — 2.483 fm reproduce the required 
^^Be(g.s.) to ^°Be(g.s.) neutron separation energy of 0.5 MeV.
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Figure 4.1: The neutron-core radial wave functions for ^^Be.
When the spin-integrated wave function product
(Z0Z'0|/:0)(JmjA -  m^\Jm!j) 
( P I T
{Cmjc,Tmx\kmk)W{l'flj;sC)\ f  j  C )Yxmx{^)ycmc{^)
J  J  k
W j j ' IPJk
Att (4.2)
is calculated, Z = 0,2 and I' =  0,2. Non-zero contributions occur only for £  =  0,2,4, 
since the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient (^0Z'0|£0) vanishes unless the value of C is even. 
In a similar way, since 1 =  0,2 and P =  0,2, non-vanishing contributions occur only 
for J  =  0,2,4. Since for ^^Be J  = 1/2, non-zero contributions occur only for A: =  0 
(the reason for this is explained in Appendix B). Therefore from the triangular 
conditions imposed by the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients £  =  X and me  = —mj.
The core-target 8-matrix was calculated by double folding the core and target 
densities with a zero-range nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction (a delta function) as 
outlined in chapter 2. A nuclear matter rms radius of 2.28 fm (deduced using a 
static density model [113]), a deformation parameter of p2 =  +0.67 and diffuseness 
of 0.5 fm were assumed for the ^°Be core. According to [142] this corresponds to 
radius and overall strength parameters of i?p(av) =  1.57 fm and Pg =  0.292 fm“ .^ 
For the light core-target systems studied here the Coulomb repulsion will be very 
weak. Therefore we chose to neglect the core-target Coulomb interaction. The 
calculations in [30] also suggest that the final cross sections for this reaction system
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are dominated by the nuclear interaction.
The neutron-target S-matrix was calculated by single folding the assumed Gaus­
sian target density (a delta function is assumed for the neutron density) with the 
zero-range NN interaction. A rms matter radius of 2.36 fm [107] was used for the 
^Be target. This corresponds to a strength and an inverse range of p j =  0.226 fm“  ^
and 7  = 0.269 fm“  ^ respectively.
The gnn value was calculated using the free np and nn total cross sections, 
according to the formulas in [157]. In that work, reaction cross sections for a number 
of heavy-ion systems were calculated within the framework of a Glauber reaction 
model using these gnn- It was found that the measured reaction cross sections 
were predicted quite well from energies of a few MeV per nucleon up to a few GeV 
per nucleon. The value of was calculated using the pp and np ratios of real 
to imaginary amplitudes from [143], for energies < 100 MeV per nucleon these are 
1.87 and 1.00 respectively. For total projectile laboratory energy of F?iab =  660 MeV 
(60 MeV per nucleon) this gives values of gnn = 88.0 mb and ~  122 for this 
projectile-target system.
In reactions where a more tightly bound nucleon is removed from the core and 
a weakly bound valence nucleon is present before and after the reaction, a two-body 
model does not provide a realistic description of the projectile. This is demonstrated 
by the calculations of Tostevin [80]. In that work an eikonal reaction model was used 
to determine the cross sections to the =  O’*" ground state and the 7^ = 2’*',1~,2“ 
excited states for the reaction ®Be(^^Be, ^°Be+7 ) at 60 MeV per nucleon. It was 
assumed that the = O’*" and 7^ =  2"*" ^°Be states arise from the [2si/2 ® O’*"] and 
[lcîs/2 ® 2’*"] neutron-core configurations respectively in the ground state of *^ B^e. 
Therefore a two-body description of the projectile is adequate to calculate the cross 
sections to the 7^ = O’*" and 7^ =  2+ states. The removal of a lpa/2 neutron (which 
has a separation energy of approximately 6,5 MeV) from the J'  ^ = 1/2’*’ ground state 
of ^^Be populates the 7^ =  1” and 7  ^=  2“ excited states in ^°Be. These states have 
excitation energies of 5.96 MeV and 6.26 MeV and are very close to the ®Be + n 
break up threshold at 6.8 MeV. Thus the reaction residues are only weakly bound 
and are treated as a loosely bound neutron and core system, with neutron-core 
configuration [2si/2<8>®Be(3/2“ )] which couple giving the 7^ =  1“ or 7  ^ =  2“ ^°Be 
states. If #  is the wave function of the ^°Be residue then the core-target S-matrix 
Sc for these final states should be calculated according to (see [80, 113])
S c = { ^ \ S A m  , (4.3)
to include the break up of the *^*Be composite core. In equation (4.3) is the 
neutron-target S-matrix and Sg is the ^Be-target profile function. It was found 
that the cross section was decreased by 10-15% when Sc was calculated according to 
equation (4.3) compared to the Sc used to compute the cross sections to the 7  ^=  O’*" 
and 7^ =  2+ states. This result was expected because the survival probability of 
the *^*Be residues in fragile halo-type states will be significantly lower than that of
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the ^°Be residues in the more bound final states. This method is also applied to 
single-neutron-removal reactions from ^^Be in [29], where the ^^Be residues have a 
clear halo structure. We shall not include these negative parity ^°Be states in our 
calculations, we only discuss them for completeness.
4.2 " B e results and discussion
In this section the results of the calculations described in the previous section are 
presented with discussions.
The cross sections increase from <7strip =  108.3 mb and — 78.3 mb for 
^2  =  0 to (Jgtrip = 108.9 mb and craifF == 86.5 mb for f t  = +0.67. Therefore, when 
the ‘deformed’ 8-matrices are included a relatively small increase of 0.6 mb (0.6%) 
is seen in the stripping cross section. However a more significant increase of 8.2 mb 
(10.5%) is observed in the diffractive break up cross section. This result may have 
been anticipated given the reaction mechanisms involved.
Due to the inclusive nature of this calculation it is not possible to distinguish 
between the final core states as equations (3.79) and (3.81) to (3.85) calculate the 
cross sections for all states of the assumed rotational band of the core. However 
analogous calculations (see chapter 2, [30] and [134]) of rotational inelastic scattering 
at fragmentation beam energies suggest that the cross sections are dominated by the 
channels involving the O'*" and 2+ core states. Here, given the large spectroscopic 
factor (0.85) for the 7  ^ =  O'** core state, this enhancement of the diffractive break 
up cross section may be expected to feed predominantly the 7^ =  2*** state. These 
calculations are consistent with earlier estimates [30]. Using a deformed-one-body 
projectile eikonal model a cross section of 8 mb was estimated for 0+ —>■ 2+ core 
excitation in this reaction. An assumed ^°Be quadrupole deformation f t  =  +0.67 
and a spectroscopic factor of 0.74 for the core 7  ^ = O'** state were used in this 
estimate. The stripping cross section is almost unchanged within the weak-coupling 
approximation used here, broadly consistent with previous strong-coupling stripping 
calculations [127]. In comparisons with the experimental data, the calculated cross 
sections are most realistically compared with the sum of the measured cross sections 
to the 7^ =  O'** (203 ±  31 mb) and 7^ =  2+ states (16 ±  4 mb) in ^°Be (see [30] 
and Table 4.1). The neutron removal cross sections are 186.6 mb and 195.4 mb 
respectively for spherical and deformed core calculations, compared to the measured 
value of 219 ±  31 mb. Due to the enhancement of the diffractive cross section 
the deformed core calculation shows an improved agreement with the data. The 
remaining difference may be attributed to the use of a zero-range NN interaction 
in the construction of the 8-matrices, this reduces the absorption radius that the 
target presents to the neutron. As already mentioned, the 7^ =  1“ and 7  ^ =  2“ 
states at around 6 MeV are the result of neutron removal from the ^®Be core and 
are therefore not included in this two-body-projectile model.
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Table 4.2: Cross sections for the reaction ®Be(^^Be, ^®Be)X at E'iab =  60 MeV per 
nucléon, the values of £  and X included in each calculation are listed in the first 
2 columns. These cross sections illustrate the contribution from each term in the 
summations over £  and Z which allows some useful approximations to be made.
^strip (mb) o^ diff (mb) t^otai (mb)
£  =  0 Z =  0 109.3 86.0 195.3
£  =  0,2 Z =  0,2 108.9 86.5 195.4
£  =  0,2,4 Z =  0,2,4 108.9 86.5 195.4
The cross sections in Table 4.2 show that the summation over £  and Z is 
dominated by the £  =  Z =  0 terms, therefore the expressions for the neutron 
stripping and diffractive break up cross sections (given by equations (3.79) and 
(3.81) respectively) may be written as
c^atrip ~  27T db M q q  (&) (4.4)
cTdiff «  2 ^ dbb{Aib^{b) -  |/lof (6)I") . (4.5)
-■ f  d û  f  d i  (C m c X m i\m )Y c m A ^ )^ x m x (à )O g [h ,h r ,Ù )mcrtix
^£IA:( )^ (4-6)
and
Here
as introduced in chapter 4, the derivation of equation (4.5) is presented in Appendix 
D.
4.3 Sensitiv ity  o f core deform ation effects to  nu­
clear structure and reaction variables
In this section results and discussion from some further calculations are presented. 
Figure 4.2 shows the knockout cross sections as a function of core deformation for the 
reaction ®Be(^^Be, ^°Be)X. In Figures 4.3, 4.4 and 4.6 the knockout cross sections for 
spherical and deformed core calculations are presented, as functions of nuclear struc­
ture and reaction variables. The deformed and spherical core calculations for any 
given value of core excitation, neutron separation or projectile energies are almost 
identical. The only difference is the value of the quadrupole deformation parameter 
used to calculate the core-target 8-matrices. These calculations are presented to 
illustrate the effects of core deformation.
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Figure 4.2: The one-neutron knockout cross sections (lower panel) and the enhance­
ment of the cross sections (upper panel) versus S-matrix core quadrupole deforma­
tion parameter (ft) for the reaction ®Be(^^Be, *^*Be)X. The enhancement of the cross 
sections are expressed as a percentage of the f t  =  0 cross sections.
Figure 4.2 uses a laboratory projectile energy of 60 MeV per nucleon and the 
deformed (ft =  +0.67) radial wave functions as discussed in the previous section.
The enhancement of the diffractive cross section expressed as a percentage 
of the f t  =  0 break up cross section varies with f t  according to %(Acrdiff) = 
—13.6^1 +  32.902 — 0.3ft and %(AadifF) =  —9.301 +  21.8/3| +  0.4ft for positive and 
negative values respectively. The fitted expressions for all the ^^Be results predict 
the enhancement of the cross sections to within approximately 0.1% of the rele­
vant spherical core diffractive cross section. This is comparable with the accuracy 
of the numerical integration methods used in the calculated cross sections. After 
examining Figure 4.2 it is clear that the value of quadrupole deformation parameter 
that is chosen for the core has a significant effect on the percentage enhancement of 
the diffractive cross section. The stripping cross section also increases slightly with 
f t ,  however the increase remains relatively small. Hence, even for f t  =  +1.0 the 
enhancement of the stripping cross section is still only 1.4 mb (1.3%).
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Figure 4.3: The one-neutron knockout cross sections (lower graph) and the enhance­
ment of the cross sections (upper graph) versus the excitation energy of the ^°Be 
core for the reaction ®Be(^^Be, ^°Be)X, all for Ei^h = 60 MeV per nucleon.
In the lower graph of Figure 4.3, the curves with no symbols show the results 
from calculations using the deformed core-target 8-matrices. The curves with the 
circles show the results from calculations using f t  =  0 (for the *^*Be core) in the core­
target 8-matrices. For both sets of results, the radial wave functions were calculated 
using the deformed core, diffuseness and radius parameter given in the previous 
section, but the potential depths were readjusted to reproduce a neutron separation 
energy of 0.5 MeV for each value of core excitation energy. To show their significance 
clearly, the enhancement of the cross sections are plotted (in the upper graph) as 
a percentage of the analogous f t  = 0 cross sections for each core excitation energy. 
All the cross sections increase with core excitation. This is because for greater 
core excitation energies a larger spectroscopic strength is associated with the 2 si/2 
neutron state and the l f t /2 and l f t /2 states are weaker (as illustrated in Table 4.3). 
This results in the observed increase in the cross sections because as shown in Figure 
4.1, the radial wave function of the I — 0 state extends out to larger radial distances 
than the I =  2 states. The most important feature of Figure 4.3 is the variation
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Table 4.3: The calculated spectroscopic factors as a function of core exciation energy
for ^^Be. Here, the value of the neutron separation energy is fixed at 0.5 MeV.
Core excitation energy 
(MeV)
SF
2 s i / 2 (g 7  ^= 0+
SF
l0?3/2 ® 7^ =  2+
SF
l f t / 2  ® 7  ^= 2+
0.5 0.70 0.03 0.27
1.0 0.74 0.03 0.23
1.5 0.77 0.03 0.20
2.0 0.80 0.02 0.18
2.5 0.82 0.02 0.16
3.0 0.84 0.02 0.14
3.5 0.86 0.02 0.12
4.0 0.87 0.02 0.11
4.5 0.88 0.02 0.10
5.0 0.89 0.02 0.09
(as a function of core excitation energy) in the difference between the deformed and 
spherical core cross sections. One might expect the enhancement of the stripping 
cross section to remain unchanged and the enhancement of the diffractive cross 
section to increase at lower core excitation energies. For a core excitation energy 
of 0.25 MeV, increases (when the deformed core calculation is compared to the 
spherical one) of 0.4 mb (0.4%) and 8.6 mb (12.5%) are observed in the stripping 
and diffractive break up cross sections respectively. Adjusting the core excitation 
energy to 5.0 MeV, increases of 0.7 mb (0.6%) and 8.1 mb (9.9%) are seen in the 
stripping and diffractive break up cross sections respectively. Thus as expected the 
enhancement of the stripping cross section remains negligible and the enhancement 
of the diffractive cross section increases slightly as the core excitation energy is 
decreased. We find that the percentage enhancement of the diffractive cross section is 
related to the core excitation energy according to %(Acrdiff) =  0.075eg — 0.9462 + 12.7 
for the range shown in Figure 4.3.
In Figure 4.4 we show the dependence of our cross sections on the neutron sep­
aration energy. The enhancement of the cross sections are plotted as a percentage 
of the relevant spherical core cross sections for each separation energy. The radial 
wave functions were calculated using the values of core deformation parameter, dif­
fuseness, radius parameter and core excitation energy given in the previous section. 
The potential depths were readjusted to reproduce each value of neutron separation 
energy. The spectroscopic factors vary with separation energy, this is illustrated in 
Table 4.4. As the separation energy is increased the spectroscopic factors associ­
ated with the 1 ^3/2 and l f t /2 neutron states increase and the 2 si/2 state fraction 
decreases. As shown in Figure 4.1 and mentioned previously, the radial wave func­
tion for the I — 0 state extends out to larger radial distances than the I — 2 states. 
Therefore as the separation energy is increased all the cross sections decrease as the 
neutron is pulled in closer to the core. We now draw the reader’s attention to the
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Figure 4.4: The one-neutron knockout cross sections (lower graph) and enhancement 
of the cross sections (upper graph) versus the neutron separation energy for the 
reaction ®Be(^^Be, ^°Be)X, for Ei^h = 60 MeV per nucleon.
difference in the spherical and deformed core cross sections as a function of neutron 
separation energy. For a separation energy of 0.1 MeV, the stripping and break 
up cross sections are increased by 0.6 mb (0.3%) and 7.0 mb (4.8%) respectively 
when the ‘deformed’ 8-matrices are included. Increasing the separation energy to 
1.0 MeV, the enhancement of the stripping cross section remains negligible (0.5 mb 
or 0.6%) and the enhancement of the diffractive cross section increases to 8.7 mb 
(16.7%). The enhancement of the diffractive cross section increases slightly as the 
separation energy is increased, however since the overall diffractive cross section 
decreases its significance is greatly increased. The enhancement of the stripping 
cross section appears to follow a similar trend, however it still remains an insignif­
icant fraction of the overall stripping cross section. The percentage enhancement 
of the diffractive cross section increases with separation energy (Sn) according to 
%(A(Jdiff) = —1.75^ + 15.15„ +  3.3. In order to explain this increase the b integrand
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Table 4.4: The calculated spectroscopic factors as a function of neutron separation
energy for ^^Be. Here, the value of the core excitation energy is fixed at 3.4 MeV.
Neutron separation energy 
(MeV)
8F
2si/2 © T" =  0+
8F
lds/2 ® 7  ^=  2'*'
8F
1^5/2 <S> 7"’ = 2+
0.1 0.94 0.01 0.05
0.2 0.91 0.01 0.08
0.3 0.89 0.02 0.09
0.4 0.87 0.02 0.11
0.5 0.86 0.02 0.12
0.6 0.84 0.02 0.14
0.7 0.83 0.02 0.15
0.8 0.81 0.03 0.16
0.9 0.80 0.03 0.17
1.0 0.79 0.03 0.18
for diffractive break up (see equation (3.82))
(6)1=) (4.7)
was calculated using a value of f t  =  +0.67 in the core-target 8-matrices. This same 
function was then evaluated using f t  =  0 in the core-target 8-matrix. Figure 4.5 
shows the b integrand for the spherical core calculation subtracted from that for 
the deformed core calculation with separation energies of 0.1 MeV and 1.0 MeV. 
Here b is the projectile impact parameter and the Z^^(6) are as defined in chapter 
3. There are two important features of Figure 4.5. Firstly the difference between 
the deformed and spherical core calculations peaks at an impact parameter of ap­
proximately 5 fm. Given that the rms radii of the core and target are 2.28 fm [113] 
and 2.36 fm [107] respectively it is clear that the effects of core deformation are 
very surface localised. One may have anticipated this result, since from the point 
of view of the target at larger impact parameters the deformed core looks more like 
a spherical core than it does at smaller impact parameters. Clearly, at very small 
impact parameters the projectile-target collision will be so violent that neither the 
core or the neutron are likely to survive. Thus there should be no (or very lit­
tle) contribution to the stripping and diffractive break up cross sections from very 
small impact parameters. Figure F.7, which shows the b integrands for stripping and 
diflFractive processes demonstrates that our calculations are consistent with this fact. 
The second important feature of Figure 4.5 is as mentioned previously, in general 
the difference between the deformed and spherical core calculations increases with 
separation energy. This is in spite of the drop in the overall cross sections. 8ince we 
have already shown that the effects of core deformation are very surface localised, 
we suggest that as the neutron is pulled in closer towards the core that these effects 
become more pronounced.
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Figure 4.5: The difference between the b integrands for the deformed and spherical 
core diffractive break up calculations, for the reaction ^Be(^^Be, ^°Be)X and F?iab = 
60 MeV per nucleon with two assumed neutron separation energies.
The circular symbol notation used in Figures 4.3 and 4.4 is used again in the 
lower graph of Figure 4.6. The radial wave functions are calculated using all the 
values given in the previous section. The variation in the cross section is a result of 
the change in âpfN with energy. The measured and calculated reaction cross sections 
for heavy-ion systems as a function of energy are shown in [157]. For completeness 
and as expected, one should note that these curves have a shape very similar to 
the variation in our knockout cross sections as a function of energy. We note that 
our choice of values for the pp and np ratios of real to imaginary amplitudes are 
only realistic for energies < 100  MeV per nucleon, however for easy comparison 
the same âNN value is used at higher energies. Here we emphasize the difference 
between the deformed and spherical core calculations shown in Figure 4.6 these 
differences vary (as a function of energy) in a similar way to the cross sections. 
The enhancement of the cross section is greatest at low energies, for a projectile 
(laboratory) energy of 50 MeV per nucleon the deformed core stripping and break 
up cross sections are increased by 0.7 mb and 8.8 mb respectively, when compared 
to the spherical calculation. The increases in the stripping and break up cross 
sections fall to their minimum values (0.2 mb and 5.4 mb) at a projectile energy of 
approximately 2600 MeV (236.4 MeV per nucleon). The enhancement of the cross 
sections expressed as a percentage of the appropriate spherical core cross sections 
for each energy however remain essentially constant. One could argue that there is a 
small variation in the percentage enhancement of the diffractive cross section at low 
energies. However, since this effect is so small and it occurs at low energies where it 
may be questionable whether the eikonal approximation is valid this is unlikely to
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Figure 4.6: The one-neutron knockout cross sections (lower graph) and percentage 
enhancement of the cross sections (upper graph) versus projectile laboratory energy 
per nucleon for the reaction ®Be(^^Be, ^°Be)X.
be of any physical significance. The increase in the stripping cross section remains 
negligible ranging from 0.2% to 0.6% while the enhancement of the break up cross 
section varies between 12% and 10%.
4.4 A pplication  to
In this section the formalism developed previously is applied to the one neutron 
knockout reaction ®Be(^^C, ^®C)X. This reaction was the subject of a recent experi­
ment carried out at the National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory at Michigan 
State University at a beam energy of 62 MeV per nucleon [28].
Shell model calculations predict three low-lying states with spin-parity 1/2+, 
3/2+ and 5/2+ in the ordering of these states is dependent upon the interaction
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Table 4.5: Partial cross sections o and branching ratios b for the varions final states 
7  ^ in the residues produced in ®Be(^^C, ^®C)X at an energy of 62 MeV per nucleon 
as presented in reference [28]. The theoretical cross sections crth were calculated 
using the spectroscopic factors C'^S predicted by shell model calculations and cross 
sections from spherical core eikonal model calculations (Tgp.
E(MeV) r I C^S O'gp Oth <^exp 6th (%) 6«xp(%)
0.0 0 + 2 0.03 56^ 2 224:11 2 194:9
1.77 2 + 0 0.16 79^ 13 164:7 12 144:6
2 1.44 40* 58 444:11 55 384:8
(J2+ sum 71 604:12 67 524:8
4.1“ 2 ,3 +,4 + 0 0.22 50 11 24:2 10 24:2
2 0.76 29 22 314:7 21 274:5
(^ 2,3+,4+ sum 33 334:7 31 294:5
(^ tot 106 1154:14
“The components of this group were analyzed together. They are identified with 
three states predicted by theory in the range 4.9-5.7 MeV. The main contributions 
were given by at least two components.
 ^ See [158].
type used. The levels in have been studied using the reaction ^®Ca(^ ®0, '^^ C)^ ®Ti
[159], the cross section to a state at 395 keV was found to be five times larger than 
that to the ground state (lowest energy). Analysis by Warburton and Millener
[160] suggests this is the 5/2+ state expected to be favoured in a two-step transfer 
reaction (for example [161]). In addition results from the beta decay of [162, 
163] allow a spin-parity assignment for the ground state of 5/2+ to eliminated. 
Currently a ground state spin-parity assignment of 1/2+ cannot be experimentally 
eliminated, however the current experimental results only agree with spectroscopic 
factors obtained for a 3/2+ ground state spin-parity assignment. In addition the 
absence of the I =  0 reaction to the ground state for the results shown in Table 
4.5 strongly suggests a ground state spin-parity assignment of 3/2+. Therefore
= 3/2+ (as preferred by [28]) is used here.
According to shell model calculations the ground state is a deformed com­
ponent of the [(lsi/2) ,^ (1^3/2) ,^ (lPi/2) ,^ (1^5/2) ,^ (lsi/2 )^ ] nucleon configuration. It 
is related to the =  3/2+ Nilsson orbital, however it is also influenced by the low- 
lying nature of the seniority-three 3/2+ component of the configuration 
[(lsi/2) ,^ (lpa/2)®, (lpi/2) ,^ (10(5/2 )^ ]. This state consists of 31% and 32% respectively 
of these configurations, the remaining 37% is made up of other small components. 
This results in the small spectroscopic factor (of 0.03) associated with an / = 2 
neutron coupled to the ^®C(0+) core state. The conventional spherical core eikonal 
calculation dramatically underestimates the magnitude of the cross section for this
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State when compared to the experimental value. The major spectroscopic strength 
(of 1.44) is associated with an / = 2 neutron coupled to the ^®C(2+) excited core 
state, therefore here we take this as the ground state core-neutron configuration.
The wave function was calculated using a pure [lds/2©7^ =  2+] neutron-core 
configuration, the present understanding of the structure of is arguably insuffi­
cient to construct a more detailed wave function. The inclusion of core deformation 
in our calculation of the S-matrices, allows rotational excitation or de-excitation of 
the core during the reaction. The ground state to ground state neutron separa­
tion energy for is 0.729 MeV [47] and the excitation (0+ to 2+) energy is 
1.77 MeV. Therefore the neutron separation energy associated with a ldg/2 neutron 
and an excited ^®C(2+) core is 2.50 MeV. The single particle radial wave functions 
Riajii'f') are calculated in a central Woods-Saxon potential as in [28]. This potential 
uses a deformation parameter /?2 =  0, a radius parameter — 1.25A^/  ^ fm and a 
diffuseness a^s =  0.7 fm, the spin-orbit term is neglected. We neglect core deforma­
tion in the formulation of the wave function, since here we are interested in the 
effect of using the ‘deformed’ S-matrices. This also allows comparisons to be made 
more easily with previous work. It was found that a potential depth of Vvs =  53.82 
MeV reproduced the desired neutron separation energy 2.50 MeV.
In this case / =  2, /  =  2, =  2, / '  =  2 in the calculation of the spin-integrated
wave function product (see equation (4.2)), therefore non-zero contributions occur 
for £  =  0,2,4 and % = 0,2,4. Since J  =  3/2 is assumed for C and 1  are not 
necessarily equal (as in the previous J  = 1/2 case) and k — 0,2 (see Appendix B). 
Non-zero contributions occur for even values of me and m^, not just me = —mx as 
in the J  — 1/2 case. The values of m j  and m j are half integer, in addition me and 
mx have even values therefore the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients {Jmjk  -  Jm'j) 
and [CmeT — mx\kmk) are zero for odd values of mk-
The S-matrices are calculated using a deformed Woods-Saxon matter density 
for the core and a spherical Gaussian matter density for the ®Be target. A rms 
matter radius of 2.70 fm [107], diffuseness of 0.5 fm and quadrupole deformation 
parameter ^  are used for the core. Here ^2 = +0.55 was taken, typical of 
the values extracted from analyses of data from (surface dominated) light-ion and 
heavy-ion induced inelastic scattering of [164, 165]. These values correspond to 
radius and Woods-Saxon strength parameters of iîp(av) = 2.36 fm and = 0.191 
fm“  ^ [142]. For the target a rms matter radius of 2.36 fm [107] is used, these values 
correspond to Gaussian strength and inverse range parameters of p j  — 0.226 fm“  ^
and 7  =  0.269 fm“ .^ The values of d^N and were calculated in the same way 
as before. For a laboratory projectile energy of 1054 MeV (62 MeV per nucleon) 
values of =  84.7 mb and olnn — 1.23 are obtained. Recent measurements 
of a small B[E2 : 2+ —>• 0+) strength in [166] are however noted, this has 
implications for details of core structure and charge deformation. However, as the 
energy of the 7^ =  2+ level in ®^C [167] is lower than that in ^^ C [153] this suggests 
that is more deformed than This discrepancy has already attracted interest
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[168]. Since, in this application, core excitation is entirely macroscopic and strong 
interaction induced, due to iS'c(bc, further detailed consideration of this core 
structure is beyond the scope of this model, where it enters only through a mass /?2 . 
The dependence of the calculated cross sections on the assumed ^2 is presented and 
discussed in the next section.
4.5 results and discussion
In this section results from the calculations described in the previous section for a
projectile are presented.
The calculated cross sections are <7gtrip =  28.3 mb and ddifr =  11.8 when 
the spherical core S-matrix is used. The calculation including the deformed core 
(/?2 =  0.55) S-matrices yields (Jstrip =  29.7 mb and <7difF =  29.7 mb. Once, again 
the stripping cross section is essentially unchanged by the core dynamics, a small 
increase of 1.3 mb («  5%) is observed when the deformed core S-matrix is included. 
The diffractive break up cross section however is increased by 18.4 mb («  150%) 
upon the inclusion of the deformed core S-matrix, The only incident flux is in the 
7  ^ =  2+ core state channel, therefore the enhancement of the diffractive break up 
cross section may be expected to feed, predominantly, the ^^ 0(7^  ^ =  0+) final state 
channel. Clearly, one might expect that transitions down to the ground state are 
more energetically favoured than excitations further up the rotational band to the 
77T _  4 + state. Although, we note that the density of final states (the 27+1 factor) 
opposes this theory. However, as already mentioned it is beyond the scope of the 
present model to distinguish between the final core states. Our calculations can 
be compared with the sum of the experimentally measured partial cross sections 
(shown in Table 4.5) to the I'  ^ =  0+ and P  =  2+ states of There is also some 
measured strength to the 7  ^=  4+ state, which has an excitation energy of approxi­
mately 4 MeV [28], however it is not clearly resolved from the neighbouring 7 = 2 
and 7 =  3 states (see the level scheme in [28]), the parity assignment of these 
states is currently uncertain. Unfortunately the inclusion of these states is beyond 
the scope of our model. When the spectroscopic factor for the [lds/2 <S> 7’^ =  2+] 
neutron-core configuration (1.44) is included the total (stripping plus diffractive 
break up) cross sections are (7th =  86 mb and Oth =  57 mb for the deformed core 
(^2 =  +0.55) and spherical calculations, respectively. Clearly, the measured cross 
section (jgxp =  82 +  16 mb (see [28] and Table 4.5) compares more favourably with 
the deformed core calculation than the spherical core model.
The calculated cross sections given in Table 4.6 show that the contribution from 
the k = 2 term is small and as in the ®Be(^^Be, ^°Be)X example the £  =  % = 0 term 
dominates the A: = 0 contribution. Therefore the approximations made in equations 
(4.4) and (4.5) are also valid in this case, the enhancement of the diffractive break 
up cross section is discussed in greater detail in Appendix D.
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Table 4.6: Cross sections for the reaction ^Be(^^C, ^®C)X at Eiab =  62 MeV per 
nucleon, the £, Z and k terms used in each calculation are listed in the first 3 
columns, as in the ^Be(^^Be, ^°Be)X example we present these values to show the 
contribution from each term in the summations over £, Z and k.
0"atrip (mb) (Jdiff (mb) O to tai (mb)
£  = 0 Z =  0 A; = 0 29.8 30.0 59.8
£  =  0, 2 Z = 0 , 2 A: =  0 29.7 30.1 59.8
£  = 0,2,4 Z =  0,2,4 A; =  0 29.7 30.1 59.8
£  = 0, 2,4 Z =  0,2,4 A; =  0,2 29.7 29.7 59.4
In Figure 4.7 a total laboratory projectile energy of 1054 MeV (62 MeV per 
nucleon) is used, these calculations are for a unit spectroscopic factor. Here we 
draw the readers attention to the variation in the stripping and diffractive break 
up cross sections as a function of deformation parameter. It is very clear to see 
that the enhancement of the diffractive cross section is very strongly dependent 
on the core deformation parameter used to calculate the core-target S-matrices. 
This highlights the need for accurate measurements of the quadrupole deformation 
parameter of However, due to the enhancement of the diffractive cross section 
for all 1/321 > 0, we can conclude that our deformed core calculations offer improved 
and meaningful agreement (compared to the spherical core calculations) with the 
measured cross section. This is because the evidence [166, 165, 164] suggests that 
for 1/321 > 0. The percentage enhancement of the diffractive cross section 
increases according to %(A<Jdiff) =  —361.7/31 +  725.1^2 ~ 13-0)02 for positive ^2 and 
%(A(JdifF) =  151.3)02 +  382.6)02 — 35.6)02 for negative )02. These expressions predict 
the enhancement of the cross sections to within 2.3% of (JdifF for p2 — 0; which is 
small compared to the magnitude of the enhancement of this cross section.
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Figure 4.7: One-neutron knockout cross sections versus S-matrix core quadrupole 
deformation parameter (^2) for the reaction ®Be(^^C, ^®C)X.
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C hapter 5 
C onclusions and sum m ary
In this chapter a brief overview of the work in this thesis and a summary of our 
conclusions are presented.
In order to check our ‘deformed’ 8-matrices some calculations for a one-body- 
deformed-proj ectile incident (in the ground =  0"^  state) on a spherical target are 
presented in chapter 2. These calculations follow those in [134] very closely. The 
main difference is that our ‘deformed’ 8-matrices are calculated using phenomenolog­
ical optical potentials, those in [134] are calculated by double folding the projectile 
and target densities. The elastic (the deformed projectile remains in the =  O’*" 
ground state) and inelastic (feeds the 7  ^=  2+ first excited state) differential scatter­
ing cross sections were calculated. Total cross sections were calculated as a function 
of the quadrupole deformation parameter of the deformed projectile for a test reac­
tion system. The integrated cross sections were computed for elastic (7’^’ = 0+ to 
j'K _  o+), inelastic (to a specific state in the rotational band, i.e. P  = 0"^  to P  =  2+ 
or 7^ = 4"^  ) or total inelastic (7^ =  O'*" to any other state in the rotational band) 
scattering. The results from these calculations show that for a deformed projectile 
incident in its ground state, a significant cross section feeds the first excited = 2+ 
state. The magnitude of this cross section is strongly dependent on the value of 
the quadrupole deformation parameter. This result is consistent with the findings 
in [134]. This result may suggest that core excitation and de-excitation plays an 
important role in the break up of loosely-bound-particle-core systems. The compar­
ison between our cross sections and the FRE8C0 coupled channels calculations (see 
Refs. [144, 145] for details of the FRE8C0 code) was made to verify the accuracy 
of our ‘deformed’ 8-matrices and to demonstrate the agreement between the eikonal 
and coupled channels reaction models at the energies of interest here.
In chapters 3 and 4 we have investigated the effects of projectile core deforma­
tion and of its dynamical reorientation and rotational excitation on single-nucleon 
knockout reactions on light spherical target nuclei. The inclusive (to all core final 
states) single nucleon reactions are calculated. The projectile nuclei were modeled
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within the framework of a weak-coupling, quadrupole-deformed core-plus-neutron 
two-body model. Numerous previous works have used spectator core models to 
describe the single-nucleon knockout reactions of loosely bound core-plus-nucleon 
systems, see for example [40, 72, 74, 80, 84, 85]. The spectator core assumption 
assumes a spherically symmetric core-target interaction, thus the angular momen­
tum of the core before and after the reaction is unchanged. In our calculations 
we have utilized an eikonal reaction model, similar to that used by Tostevin in 
[40, 80]. However the spectator core assumption is avoided and we include the 
non-spectator-core-degree of freedom. Following the method of [40, 80] the calcula­
tion of the neutron-target and core-target 8 -matrices involves a single and double 
folding, respectively, of the particle and target one-body densities with an effective 
nucleon-nucleon interaction. For simplicity, a zero range (which takes the form of 
a delta function) effective nucleon-nucleon interaction was assumed. A quadrupole 
deformed Woods-8 axon form factor was used for the core density, whilst a Gaussian 
density was assumed for the target. The parameters used in these form factors are 
chosen to give appropriate values for the nucleon number and the rms matter radius.
Both the diffractive break up and stripping components of the inclusive (in­
cludes all final states) nucleon-removal cross sections were calculated. These meth­
ods were applied to the single nucleon removal reactions from ^^Be and secondary 
fragmentation beams incident on ^Be targets at 60 and 62 MeV per nucleon respec­
tively. These reactions were studied in two experiments carried out at Michigan 
8 tate University [28, 30]. These projectile examples were chosen because there is 
evidence of significant neutron plus excited core components in the both the ^^Be 
[30, 35, 79, 130] and [28, 58] ground state wave functions. The nuclide is 
a very interesting case as the majority of the ground state spectroscopic strength 
is associated with an lt/5/2 neutron coupled to an P  =  2 + core [28]. This pro­
jectile was chosen since the cross section (to the 7  ^ = O'*" state in ^®C) calculated 
using conventional spectator core eikonal models in [28] is considerably lower than 
the measured value (see Table 4.5). This result might suggest that the a significant 
fraction of the cross section to the 7^ =  O'*' final state may arise from de-excitation 
of the core. A similar discrepancy was observed in [30] for a *^Be projectile. In this 
case the cross section calculated using a spectator core eikonal reaction model that 
feeds the 7^ =  2 ’*' final state in *^*Be was found to be significantly lower than the 
measured value (see Table 4.1).
The differences between the spectator and deformed core calculations were in­
vestigated as a function of a number of nuclear structure and reaction variables for a 
^^Be projectile. The effects of changing the quadrupole deformation parameter used 
in the core-target 8 -matrices, the projectile energy, the neutron separation energy 
and the core excitation energy were all investigated.
The cross section for single nucleon removal through the stripping mechanism 
is found to be virtually unaffected when core deformation is included in the calcula­
tions. This suggests that the traditional assumption that the core plays a spectator
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role (used for example in [72, 84, 85]) is valid for stripping processes. This is an 
extremely useful result as it clarifies that the simpler and less computationally de­
manding spectator core models used in previous works (for example see [40, 74, 80]) 
may be used in future calculations to determine the stripping cross sections. This 
result, using our weak-coupling approach, is consistent with the findings of the 
strong-coupling stripping calculations in [127].
In contrast, the cross section for diffractive break up of weakly bound sys­
tems is significantly enhanced. For the reactions with ^^Be and *^ '^ 0 projectiles, the 
diffractive cross sections were enhanced by 10.5% and 150% respectively. This result 
suggests that the core is dynamically active in the transfer of energy from the centre 
of mass motion to excitation of the core. Thus, this result indicates that the specta­
tor core approximation of traditional calculations [40, 72, 74, 80, 84, 85] may be an 
over simplification for the diffractive break up mechanism. For *^^ Be, the magnitude 
of the enhancement of our cross section is consistent with the estimate made in [30] 
for the same reaction system, using a deformed-one-body-projectile eikonal reaction 
model. Unfortunately our ability to make comparisons with the experimental data 
[28, 30] is somewhat hampered by the inclusive nature of our calculations. However, 
in both cases we have compared our inclusive cross section with the total of those 
measured to the 7 =  0+ and 7 =  2+ states in ^°Be and For the two reactions 
studied here, the magnitude of the enhancement in the inclusive cross section is of 
the same order as the partial cross section that is found to be missing in comparisons 
with spherical core calculations.
Since most of the spectroscopic strength in the ground state of *^*^Be is asso­
ciated with the core ground state, one would expect that this enhancement of the 
cross section feeds the first excited 7  ^ =  2+ state. The deformed-one-body eikonal 
calculations in [30, 134] and chapter 2 support this supposition. In the projectile 
case a very substantial increase in the cross section is observed. This enhancement 
of the cross section is found to be strongly dependent upon the quadrupole de­
formation parameter of the core. Unfortunately, at present the appropriate 
deformation remains uncertain. The values deduced from the analysis of light-ion 
and heavy-ion induced inelastic scattering data [164, 165] are greater than the 
low B{E2 : 2f —> 0+) (measured in [166]) value suggests. However, since all sources 
[165, 166] agree that \^2\ > 0, we can be sure that our deformed core calculations 
offer improved (over the spherical core calculations) agreement between the theoret­
ical and experimental cross sections. We note that f t  and the 7^ =  0+ to 7  ^ =  2+ 
excitation energy are not independent in general (see refs [129, 169]). However, here 
we have assumed that they may be varied independently. Since the largest spectro­
scopic factor for the ground state is associated with a core in the excited 
p  =  2+ state, one might expect this enhancement of the cross section to feed the 
p  _  Q+ ^nal state. This is because, intuitively, it is more energetically favourable 
for the core to be de-excited to the ground state rather than be excited to the next 
excited = 4+ state. On the other hand, the density of final states (the 27-1-1 
factor) works against this assumption.
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Comparisons of the diffractive break up integrands (for our deformed spherical 
core calculations) before integration over projectile impact parameter suggest that 
the effects of core deformation are very surface localised.
The enhancement of the diffractive cross section (expressed as a percentage 
of the spherical core cross section) is found to be sensitive to both core excitation 
and neutron separation energies. The percentage change is greater for lower core 
excitation energies and larger neutron separation energies. Intuitively, one would 
expect core excitation to play a more important role as the energy required to excite 
the core is decreased. Since the effects of core deformation are surface localised, as 
one increases the separation energy and the neutron is pulled closer towards the core 
the effects of core deformation become more significant. The value of the quadrupole 
deformation parameter assumed for the core and used to compute the core-target 
8-matrices also has an important effect on the enhancement of the diffractive cross 
section. However the percentage enhancement of the cross sections are relatively 
insensitive to the projectile kinetic energy.
5.1 Future work and open  ^questions’
As we have already suggested, two important ‘questions’ arise from the calculations 
presented in this thesis. Firstly, which final states in *^*Be and are populated by 
the enhanced cross section we have observed in the two reaction examples we have 
studied? Secondly, there is the question of the precise value of the quadrupole defor­
mation parameter for It would be very useful to have an accurate measurement 
of this value, since it has a significant effect on the magnitude of the enhancement of 
our diffractive cross section calculated for the reaction ^Be(^^C, ^®C)X. Clearly, the 
latter of these is a challenge for nuclear structure physics. However, as we shall see 
in the rest of this section, significant progress has already been made in addressing 
the first of these ‘questions’.
The work of this thesis has stimulated further work on core excitations in neu­
tron plus deformed core systems. Related studies have very recently been published 
which confirm our findings. This work by Summers et al [170, 171] uses a coupled 
channels method to study the reactions investigated here. The model used allows 
the exclusive cross sections to final core states to be calculated. Due to the in­
sensitivity of the stripping cross section discussed here and in [172], the diffractive 
cross section only is calculated in that study. Coulomb break up is included in their 
model.
For the reaction ®Be(^^Be, ^°Be)X at 60 MeV per nucleon their spherical core 
nuclear break up calculations [170] give cross sections of <TdifF(7^  =  0+) = 103 mb 
and — 2+) =  1 mb. When core excitations are included in the model
o'difr(7^  =  0+) =  100 mb and (Tdiff(7’^ =  2+) = 7 mb. The =  4+ state is
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not included in this calculation. This result supports our assertion that the 10.5% 
enhancement of the break up cross section observed in our calculation is caused by 
p  — 0+ to =  2+ excitation of the core.
In the ®Be(*^ C^, ^®C)X reaction at 62 MeV per nucleon, their spectator core 
calculations give =  0+) = 5 mb and =  2+) =  11 mb. When core
excitations are included — 0+) =  4 mb, CTdm{I'  ^ =  2+) =  10 mb and (Tdifr(7^  =
4+) =  5 mb. This result suggests that the significantly enhanced diffractive cross 
section observed in our calculation is predominantly the result of 7^ =  2+ to 7  ^=  4+ 
core excitations.
A comparison of our results with these coupled channels calculations is pre­
sented in Table 5.1. Our spherical (S-matrix with f t  =  0) and deformed core (S- 
matrix with f t  ^  0) eikonal cross sections are as presented in chapter 4. A neutron 
spin s =  0 is chosen in the coupled channels calculations, therefore the ^^Be and 
ground states have total spin 7 =  0 and 7 =  2 respectively. The ^^Be wave function 
includes the [2s ® — 0+] and [Id ® 7^ =  2+] states with spectroscopic factors
0.883 and 0.117, respectively, and the cross sections feed the 7  ^ =  0+, 2+ final core 
states. A pure [2s ® P  =  0+] configuration with unity spectroscopic factor is used 
in the spherical core calculation (for comparison with our calculations). The
wave function in the deformed core calculation incorporates the [Id® 7  ^= 0+], 
[2s ® 7^ = 2+] and [Id ® 7^ = 2+] configurations with spectroscopic factors 0.175, 
0.103 and 0.721, respectively. The cross section includes the 7^ =  0+,2+,4+ final 
core states. Core-neutron and core-target excitation couplings are neglected in the 
spherical core calculation but are included in the deformed core calculation. Both 
calculations include continuum-continuum break up couplings.
These coupled channels cross sections are in fair agreement with our findings, 
however differences in the details of the two calculations make it difficult to draw 
a direct comparison. The projectile wave functions differ and the optical limit of 
Glauber’s multiple scattering theory [83] is used to calculate the core and neutron- 
target S-matrices in our calculations. The coupled channels calculations on the other 
hand treat the fragment-core interactions as phenomenological optical potentials.
The coupled channels approach is very much more complex and demanding on 
computing resources that the methods of this thesis. Therefore work is underway 
to calculate the exclusive diffractive cross sections to the individual core final states 
using the eikonal approximation [173].
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Table 5.1: Inclusive stripping and diffractive break up cross sections (in mb) for the 
reactions ®Be(^^Be, ^°Be)X and ®Be(^^C, ^®C)X at Eiab =  60 and E^ iab =  62 MeV 
per nucleon, respectively.
Spherical core Deformed core
(^ strip <7diff s^trip O'difF
iiBe
Eikonal 108 78 109 87
Coupled channel - 104 - 107170
Eikonal 29 12 30 30
Coupled channel - 13* - 19*
^Includes Coulomb break up.
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A ppendix  A  
M ultipole expansions
The radial parts of the multipole-expanded deformed Woods-Saxon potential, Vl {t ), 
introduced in equation (2.53) are given by [134]
Vg(?’) _  — Vo
V2(r) Vo ft£Ji(r) +
and
V4{r) =  -VÎ, 
for L =  0,2,4. Here
p4E^{r) +  +  ÿ ^ M E ,{ r )
and
/?L — ??p(av)
Eo{r )  =
47T
1
h ,
1 +  exp [r_5EM_5î 
gj(,.) =  £^i(Q[l -  2-EqWI
g 3(^) =  g o W [l-6 g o (r)  +  6go(»-f] _
(A.1)
(A.2)
(A.3)
(A.4)
(A.5)
(A.6)
(A.7)
(A.8)
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A ppendix  B  
A llow ed values o f th e quantum  
num ber k
The transition density defined by equation (3.78) may be written as
A A '
where A =  /, j, / , A' =  I'j'I' and
^AA'CXki"^ ) — 47T
W (l'flj-,sC){
(B.l)
i i ' i i ' j f  Jk  (7o/'o I JO) (mro|ro)
f r  I  I  ' 
f  3 ^  ) ' (B.2)
J  J  k
In order to show which values k may assume we will now derive an expression for 
y l 'k c x k ir )  in terms of where
{ 1 ']—s—
V^'Kcxkir) =   ^ ‘  ?/7'J5'jV&(/'0/0|X0)(/'0;0|£0)47T
Substituting the symmetry relations [154]
' 7 r X ' ' I' I 1 1
3 f c , _  ^ ^  +A; ^ Ï j c  , (B.4) ^ J J k J ■r J k J
W{ljl'i'-,sC) = W(l'i'li-,sC] ,
( / '0 / 0 |Z0 ) =  (-i)^ '+^-^(/o /'o |io)
(B.5)
(B.6)
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and
(1'010\C0) = (-l)''+^“^(/0/'0|£0) (B.7)
into equation (B.3) it can been seen that the right hand side of the resulting equation 
is very similar to that in equation (B.2). The only difference being that the phase
is obtained, the phase in equation (B.2) is
(^_iys-j+2f+r _ (B.9)
Since Z, I', I  and I' all have even values (_i)H/'+3/+2/' _   ^ As j  has a half integer 
value (—1)^ -) = 1, dividing by (—1)-) it follows that (—1)^  ^ =  (—1)“-^ . Also because 
f  and J  both have half integer values (—1)^ -^  =  (—1)^ -^ '. Hence it follows that these 
two phases are equivalent except for a factor of (—1)*. Therefore one may write
^AA'£IA:(^ ) — (” l)^^yVA£Ifc( )^ ' (B.IO)
This condition restricts k to even values, since for odd values of A;, when h! = A, 
y L ’cxki^) = yl'Acxkix) =  0 and when M ^  A, V/a'£IA;( )^ = -^ACTk(r) therefore '^lxk{^) — 0. Thus using this condition and the triangular conditions for the 9j
symbol, for a J  =  1/2 nucleus non-zero contributions result only from the A; =  0
term. Similarly for a J  = 3/2 nucleus non-zero contributions result only from the 
A: =  0,2 terms. In addition this provides a useful check for our angular momentum 
algebra, since we would expect to find 8^ A and are only
labels.
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A ppendix  C 
kfmj .  sum m ation cross term s
Equation (3.76) contains the term
I ^ { J m j k  -  , (C.l)
krtik
in this Appendix it will be shown that the cross terms, which result from taking the 
square modulus of the summation over k and rrik are zero.
For a nucleus with J  — 3/2, non-zero contributions to equation (C.l) result 
from k = 0,2 and rrik ~  0, ±2. Therefore in this case equation (C.l) may be written 
explicitly as
|(JmjOO|/mS)Zof (6)1" +  \(Jmj:i2\Jm'j)Zi'l2{b)f‘ +
\ { J m j 2 0 \ J m ' j ) Z i f { b ) f  +  \ { J m j 2  -  2 \ J m ' j )  {b) \^ +
{ J m j 0 0 \ J m ' j } U m j 2 2 U m ' j )  [ z i s ‘ ( b ) Z ^ f ^ ( b )  +  *(6)^2- 2(6)] +  (2-a)
( J m j m \ J m i , ) ( J m j 2 0 \ J r n ' j )  [ z , ^ ^ { b ) z i t { b )  +  Z i i ^ " ( b ) Z ^ i { b ) ]  +  (2-b)
(Jm^OOj Jm'^)(7m^2 -  2| Jm'^) [ z ^ i ' { b ) Z i t { b )  +  Z ^ ^ * { b ) Z i i { b ) ]  +  (2-c)
{ J m j 2 2 \ J m ' j ) { J m j 2 Q \ J m ' j )  [ z ^ i { b ) Z ^ ' ^ i { b )  +  ^ 2- 2(6)] +  (2-d)
(Jm j22iJm (,)(/m /! -  2 \ J m ' j )  [Z jf (6)Z/l®2*(6) +  +  (2-e)
{ J m j 2 0 \ J m ' j ) { J m j 2  -  2|Jm'^) [ z H { b ) Z i â ^ ( b )  -f Z ^ t ( b ) Z & ( b ) ]  . (2-f)
If ruk =  0, m j  = irij thus the terms (2-a), (2-c), (2-d) and (2-f) are zero, due to 
the conditions imposed on the projection quantum numbers by the Clebsch-Gordan 
coefficients, similarly (2-e) is zero too. When the summation over rrij and m!j is 
included, it can also be shown that the term (2-b) is also zero, using the relationship 
[154]
'^{aab0\c'y){aab'^'\cty) =  ■ (C.3)aj (T
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Therefore,
I -  m k\Jm 'j)Z li f i) \^  =  Y .  -  mk\Jm'j)Zii^{b)\^ (C.4)/cmfc krrik
may be written, for any half integer value of J.
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A ppendix  D  
C om putational tests
D . 1 D eform ed-core-neutron wave function norm al­
isation checks
is defined by
=  [  d Ù  f  d r  {CrncXmx\kmk)YcTnc{^)Yxrnx{^)<^qO^:'^rXt)CmcXmx
5 (D-1)
replacing the S-matrix operator by unity (0 4 = 1) the projectile wave function overlap 
integral may be written as
(^ j,„ ;^ (r ,n ) |^ ,^ ,(r ,0 ))  =  Y .i-y )"^ {Jrn jk  -  . (D.2)kirik
For orthogonal ^jmj{r,Ù), non-zero values of the overlap integral occur for m j  =
m'j, clearly in this case =  0 and as a result A; =  0 (see equation (3.71)), therefore
= 1 (D.3)
may be written. This provides a convenient way of verifying the orthogonality of 
the projectile wave functions.
The normalisation of the radial wave functions (Rfsjiir)) and hence the spec­
troscopic factors for each neutron-core angular momentum configuration may be 
checked by calculating the integral
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Table D.l: A comparison of our calculated cross sections (first column) with those 
from an existing code (second column) for the reactions ^^C(^^Be, ^°Be)X and 
9Be(i^C, i®C)X.
'"C("Be, “ Be)X Batham et al. (mb) Tostevin (mb)
(^ atrip 176.9 176.9
127.6 127.5
^  total 304.4 304.3
®Be(WC, ^®C)X Batham et al (mb) Tostevin (mb)
C* Strip 26.4 26.4
(7'difr 11.0 11.0
t^otal 37.4 37.4
D .2 Spherical core te st  calculations
In this section cross sections for some test calculations are presented. We emphasize 
that these calculations are not intended to represent a completely realistic descrip­
tion of the relevant reaction system. We present these results purely to demonstrate 
the agreement between our calculations and the existing code in the spherical core 
limit and hence illustrate the validity of our calculations.
The spherical S-matrix and cross sections were checked with those from an ex­
isting code (used for example in [28, 40]), for the reaction ^^C(^^Be, ^°Be)X at a 
total laboratory energy of 1000 MeV (approximately 90.9 MeV per nucleon). The 
S-matrix parameters used for the ^Be(^^Be, *^*Be)X case in chapter 4 were used for 
the projectile. An rms matter radius of 2.32 fm, consistent with the charge radius 
deduced from electron scattering [103] was used for the target. The ^^Be wave 
function was assumed a pure [2si/2 ® =  0+] neutron-configuration. The single
particle radial wave functions were calculated in a central Woods-Saxon potential 
as in the example in chapter 4, with the same radius parameter and diffuseness. 
A potential depth of V^ a = 55.50 MeV corresponds to a neutron separation energy 
of 0.504 MeV. These cross sections are shown in Table D.l, we suggest that the ex­
tremely minor discrepancy in the break up cross section is introduced by differences 
in the way the integrals are calculated.
In a further check, the cross sections (as shown in Table 4.5) for the reaction 
^Be(^^C, ^®C)X and a pure [lft /2 ® 7^ =  2+] neutron-configuration were calculated. 
The existing code (as used in [28]) was used to calculate the S-matrices as Gaussian 
forms were assumed for the nuclear densities and the NN interaction. The single 
particle radial wave functions and nuclear rms radii are as in the ^Be(^^C, ^®C)X 
example presented in chapter 4.
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In the spherical core case the S-matrix has no angular dependence, the only 
angular dependence enters through the spherical harmonics, thus using the general 
relationship [154]
/'2îr rTr ---
d(p d'à sill'dYLmi'O^cp) = VïnÔLoSmo (D.5)»/ 0 "0
the calculation may be simplified (as in [40]). In the spherical core limit, there is 
no contribution from terms where J  0 , J  ^  0 and A; 7^  0 , thus it was verified that 
^hmk (P) =  0 for A: ^  0 in the f t  =  0 case. To check the contributions for individual C  and J  values, we define
=  f  d Ù  f  d r  {CmjcImx\00)Yji:rnA^)yTrnxi^)Oq{h,hr,Ù)  mcmx
) (D.6)
which is related to (6) according to
(D.7)cx
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A ppendix  E 
T he enhanced diffractive cross 
section
Here the enhancement of the diffractive cross section for the reaction ^Be(^'*'C/^C)X 
and a S-matrix deformation f t  =  -HO.55 as presented in chapter 4 is discussed in 
more detail.
This diffractive cross section is a i^fi — 29.7 mb, separating the k contributions 
^dil^ — 30.1 mb and =  —0.4 mb are obtained, thus there is only a small 
contribution from the k = 2 terms. If the square modulus in the second term of 
equation (3.81)
crdiff =  27r /  dbb(Zo^^{b) -  ^  Y  ~ ^h\Jrnj)Z^'^^{b)A  (E.l)
\ - mjm'jkmk /
is written out in full the resulting expression may be simplified using the conditions 
imposed on the projection quantum numbers by the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients and 
the general relationship [154]
5])(aa5y5|c7)(aû;6'ft|c7) =  i~dwàppi . (E.2)û7 0
Thus
(xm = 2,r r d 6 6f Z i i (6) -  E  7 |Z g ,(b ) |" )  (E.3)\ kmk ^ /
and since the A: =  2 contribution is small
(Tdiff 2 n J " d b b (z ^ ^ { b ) - \Z ^ \b ) \ ^ )  (E.4)
is a valid approximation. In chapter 3 it was shown that for A: =  0 £  =  J , in addition 
d^iff^  decreases by only 0.01 mb when the £  =  X = 4 terms are ignored, therefore
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0.5
0.04
0.02
0.00
- 0.020.0 5.0 10.0 15.0
Impact param eter (b) in fm
Figure E.l: The for ®Be(^ ‘^ C, ^®C)X at E\ah = 62 MeV per nucleon, the
ZQQ^{b) dominate, the Zi^i{b) are essentially zero and Z^Hb) = -^ 2- 2 (^ )-
using the
^cx ib )  =  f  d û  f  d r  ^  { £ m / : T m i | t o f c ) V c ^ ^ ( r ) y x ^ 2 . ( 0 ) ( 9 g ( b , b r , 0 )mcmx
Tizkir) , (E.5)
t^ difF ^  27T^ d66^^o(f(fe) +  j425?(6) — |^o(f(6) +  ^22^(6)P^ (E.6)
may be assumed. Writing the square modulus out in full this becomes
(Jdiff % 27T^ dbb(^AQQ{b)-i-A22{b) — \AQQ{b)\  ^— \A22{b)\'^--
2îîe{.4^={6)4#*(6)}) . (E.7)
In Figure E.2 the difference between terms of comparable magnitude are plotted
to establish the origins of the enhancement of our cross section, calculating the 
individual impact parameter integrals we find
27t j  dbbLA'Q^{b) -  |^4o(f(ô)P) ~  30.0 mb (for /?2 = +0.55)
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2.0
  27ib(A'%(b)-|A'''Ub)|') (k=+0.55) .
—  27ib(A-^,,(b)-|A-"oo(b)D (k=0)1.5
1.0
0.5
27ib[A''%g(b)-2Re(A''%,(b)A'";,(b))]5e-03
1e-03
Oe+00
2e-06
-4e-06
-6e-06
-8e-060.0 5.0 10.0 15.0
Impact parameter (b) in fm
20.0
Figure E.2: The main terms in the diffractive break up b integrand for the reaction 
^Be(^^C, ^®C)X at E'lab = 62 MeV per nucleon. In the top graph 27r6(yloô^ (6) — 
|^oc?(6)p) is plotted for the deformed and spherical core calculations, the other 
terms are non-zero only in the deformed core calculation.
=  11.8 mb (for /^2 =  0) , (E.8)
2tt r d b b [ A i i ( b )  -  (6)}) =  0.1 mb (for A  =  +0.55) (E.9)
and
27t^ dbb(  ^-  1^2^( W I =  0.0 mb (for f t  =  +0.55) , (E.IO)
therefore the approximation
dbb{Aii{b) -  |4 (? (6 )0  (E .ll)
can be made. Investigating the ^o(?(6) and |v4o(f(6)|  ^ terms individually we find
27T ^  d6 6^o(?(6) == 1063.4 mb (for f t  =+0.55) 
=  1073.7 mb (for f t  =  0)
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(E.12)
40.0
  2 n b A \,(b )  (p ,=+0 .55)
—  2TcbA'%,(b) (P,=0)30.0
E 20.0
10.0
0.0
- 10.0
-  -27ib|A'''^„„{b)f (P,=+0.55)
-  -27ib|A^'"„„(b)f (P,=0)E -20.0
-30.0
0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0
Impact parameter (b) in fm
Figure E.3: The two dominant terms in the diffractive break up b integrand for the 
reaction ®Be(^^C, ^®C)X at jEiab =  62 MeV per nucleon.
and
ro o  _d66|Aof(6)P = —1033.4 mb (for ^2  =  +0.55) 
—1061.9 mb (for /?2 =  0) , (E.13)
The integral over the first {q =  2) term is reduced by 10.3 mb and that over the 
second {q = 3) term is increased by 28.5 mb, when the deformed and spherical 
core calculations are compared, this results in the enhancement of the cross section. 
Unfortunately this result does not provide any information about which final core 
states the enhancement of the cross section feeds. However it suggests some useful 
simplifications which may be incorporated into future calculations.
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A ppendix  F  
Integrand plots
In this appendix the methods used to evaluate the integrals required to calculate 
the cross sections are discussed. Plots of each integrand as a function of the variable 
of integration, are shown in order to convince the reader that our choice of number 
of points and limits of integration (where appropriate) are valid. We also present 
these plots to provide an insight into how the calculation works. Figures F.l to F.7 
are all for the reaction ®Be(^^Be, ^°Be)X at a beam energy of 60 MeV per nucleon 
as presented in chapter 4.
The expressions used to calculate the stripping and break up cross sections 
are presented in section 3.6, for convenience those relevant to this Appendix are 
repeated here. Thus the stripping and break up cross sections are given by
<7strip =  27t [  db 6%^\6) (F.l)Jo
and
where
=  2ir d b b (z^ \b )  -  (6)P) , (F.2)
J f27T roo  r + 1 _____________ _
=  /  d<l>r àbr /  dp Y : ( rm c Im z lA m t)C rc r■'O CmcZmxr2iTJ d^e*"'^^0,{b,br,<j>r,P,p)GcmcXk(br) (F.3)
and
Gcm^Xkibr) = 2 r  dZr f  ~  ) Tixki^r, br) . (F.4)•'» \ ^ z l  + b l j
Given the number of nested integrals and summations the efficiency of the calcu­
lation is important. All the integrals except those over % and Zn are computed 
using a Gaussian numerical quadrature routine, where the integrand is calculated
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for N  non-evenly spaced values of the variable of integration and multiplied by the 
appropriate weights to evaluate the integral. This gives an improved accuracy to N  
ratio over Simpson’s rule. The three integrals over Zc used to calculate the phase 
shift for the deformed-core-target system
/> + o o  f+ O O
X ( 6 c ,  a ,  ( f > c ~  P )  =  d z c  Z i { R c ,  O') -j- c o s ^  {(f)c -  P )  d z c  Z 2 ( & ,  a )
p - \-o o+ COS^ {^c ~  P )  J  Oi) (F.5)
are calculated using Simpson’s rule as each integral only has to be computed for 
each value of be and a, thus efficiency is less critical.
The integrand Zi{Rc,a) as a function of Zc for be = 0 and o; =  |  (/? = -^)  
is plotted in Figure F.l. We find that Zi[Re^a) is the larger of the Ze integrands, 
although their variation with be differs, all three integrands vary in a similar way as 
a function of Therefore to compute the integrals each integrand is divided into 
200 evenly spaced strips, Ze — 20 fm was chosen for the upper limit of integration.
0.0
-0 .5
7I
S  - 1 . 0S.5tvT
-1 .5
- 2.00.0 4.02.0 6.0
z , in fm
Figure F.l: The Ze integrand.
A selection of Zr integrands are shown in Figure F.2, N  — 100 is used to evaluate 
the integral over Zr and Zr — 20 fm is used for the upper limit of integration. The 
£  =  0, me =  0 and £  =  2, me =  2 integrands are plotted for br =  1.5 fm, since 
this value of br corresponds to the most complicated variation with Zr, the peak 
values of these integrands are % 0.09 fm“  ^ (for Zr = 0, % 0.9 fm) and % 0.01
fm“  ^ (for Zr =  0, % 3.3 fm) respectively. The Zr integrands for £  =  2, me = 0
and £  =  4, me = 0 are negligible, with peak values of roughly 10“  ^ fm~^ and 
10“  ^ fm“  ^ respectively. The £  = 4, me =  2 and £  = 4, me =  4 integrands use 
br = 2.0 fm and br ~  3.1 fm respectively, these values coincide with the maximum 
values of Gemcikibr)- The interesting feature of the Zr integrands is the magnitude 
of the contribution from each term, it was shown in chapter 4 that the £  = 0 term
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dominates both the stripping and diffractive cross sections, however this is clearly 
not the case at this stage of the calculation.
0 .0 0 4
0.002
0.000
0.000
— —  /= 0 ,1=2, |m j=2
- 0 .0 0 4
0.10 ' ' f=4, l=A, |m,|=4
E 0 .0 5
0.000.0 3 .0 6.0 9 .0
z, in fm
Figure F.2: Zr integrands.
The real parts of several of the ^  integrands for the first diffractive term are 
plotted in Figure F.3, T =  £, mx — —'me, K =  3.3 fm, b =  5.3 fm, a = j  (p — -^)  
and for simplicity =  0 are used. The imaginary parts for mx and —mx cancel 
out since 02(b,br,(i>ri p) is real (this also applies to the stripping term). The ^  
integrands for the second diffractive term are comparable in magnitude to those for 
the first term, however as Oz{h, br,<i>r, ,^p) is complex the imaginary parts are not 
cancelled out in the summation over The stripping integrands are approximately 
10  ^ times smaller, however for all q values the integrands vary as a function of in 
a similar manner. The value of br is chosen to coincide with the peak in Goooo(^ >r) 
and b is selected such that be =  5.0 fm, which corresponds to the region where 
the variation in 5c(bc, O) with Ô is at its maximum. For me — 0, the magnitude 
of the C = 2 and £  =  4 integrands is small compared to the £  =  0 term (since 
1^ 4040((>r)I < 1^ 2020(6r)I < |G^oooo(^ >r) | for most br values), however these integrands 
vary as a function of /? in a similar way. For me =  2, the £  = 2 and £  =  4 integrands 
vary with ^  in a comparable way. For mx 0 and me 0, the integrands are 
strongly influenced by the factor thus when the integral over P is computed
the contributions from terms where me ^  0 are reduced (/g ^  d/? =  0). For
me =  0 the contributions from £  =  2 and £  =  4 are small, which results in the 
dominance (in the final cross section) of the £  =  0 term. This effect is shown more 
clearly in Table F.l, where the areas under the curves in Figure F.3 are listed in the 
first column and the (5 integrands where we fix =  1 are shown in the second 
column. The integral over (3 is calculated using TV = 15.
The p integrand for the first diffractive term is plotted in Figure F.4. The 
integrand for the second diffractive term is approximately the same magnitude and
0.014
0.012
7,
0.010
0.008
”\ /= 2 . m ,=|2|
0.10
0.006
- 0.10
- 0.200.0 2.0 4.0 6.0
p in radians
Figure F.3: integrands.
Table F.l: The /? integrals for each C and m^.
c me P integral (fm )^ P integral (fm )^ =  1
0 0 0.069 0.069
2 0 -0.009 -0.009
2 |2| 0.029 0.1414 0 -0.0004 -0.0004
4 |2| 0.0008 0.004
4 |4| 0.009 0.85
has an imaginary part, the stripping integrand is a factor of 10  ^ times smaller, 
however the variation as a function of p is similar for all values of q. The values of 
6 and used in Figure F.3 are also used here. This integrand follows a relatively 
gentle curve, thus the integral over p may be evaluated using N  ~ b
The br integrands for the stripping and first diffractive terms are shown in 
Figure F.5. The stripping integrand for 6 =  5.5 fm is plotted and & =  4.0 fm is used 
for the diffractive integrand and in both cases (f)r = Q. The choices of b correspond 
to the peaks in These integrals are computed using = 20 and an upper
limit of integration of 25 fm. The br integrands for g = 3 have an imaginary part, 
this is small in comparison to the real parts, which is slightly less than those for 
Ç =  2, however their variation as a function of the variable of integration is similar 
to the q = 2 integrands.
The (f)r integrands for the stripping (top graph) and first diffractive (lower 
graph) terms are plotted in Figure F.6. For q = 3 the (j)r integrand has a rela-
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0 .0 0 7
0 .0 0 6
0 .0 0 5
0 .0 0 4
0 .0 0 3
- 1.0 •0.5 0.0 0 .5
p=C O S(a)
Figure F.4: p integrand.
tively small imaginary part and a real part similar to the q = 2 (j)r integrand. Due 
to the fairly complex oscillatory nature of these integrands the integrals over (f)^  are 
calculated using N =  50.
The integrals over b are evaluated using N  =  150 and an upper limit of inte­
gration of 30 fm.
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Figure F.5: br integrands.
(j), in radians 
Figure F.6: 4>r integrands.
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Figure F.7: b integrands.
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